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From the (Marconi) chair

I am dismayed surveying the chaos around me. My desk is surrounded
by disorderly piles of books and periodicals, tangle-d bits of wireless and
tattered letters peeping from torn envelopes demanding to be answered.
Surely, this is collecting gone mad. This dismal scene reminds me of the
words by Charles Lamb taken from his ‘The Two Races of Men’ in Essays
of Elia (1823): ‘...those mutilators of collections, spoilers of symmetry of
shelves, and creators of odd volumes.’ In Lamb’ 3 days leamed men
collected books, while ambitious men collected antique statues for their
grand country houses. Lamb, living long before wireless, was ranting
against despoilers of his library who dared to borrow his books. We may
feel the same about those fellow collectors who want to borrow our
wirelesses (sorry David, I'll return your Marconiphone aerial
soon!). No, in my case the wreckage is self inflicted; the
despoilers are the removers who are to move us from
Oxford to Charlbury. I hope that the dust will have settled
and that the collection will be properly installed in its new
home by early July. They do say that moving house is
one of the most stressful life events, only slightly less bad
then getting divorced. It certainly is having one beneficial
effect in my case, and that is that it is making me re-
evaluate my collecting habit. Years ago I came to the
conclusion that collecting is a psychological condition and
that it is our partner's misfortune that we happen to collect early
radios and not stamps. Still, as I tell my wife when I try to make her
feel better, it could be worse. After all I could be trying to satisfy my habit
by collecting early televisions (could you imagine that?) To be serious
for a minute, I have decided that one of my collecting criteria from now
on will be that I will only have as many sets as I can have on display. No
more clambering over sets in draughty attics or damp garages - akin to
the miserly Silas Marner hoarding his gold coins under the floorboards.
For me, the main fun of my possessions is to have them as a talking
point. It is a pity that confidentiality prevents one from mentioning
names, but recently I saw a wonderful collection in a purpose-built
basement. What made it so fine were not just the sets (which were truly
magnificent), but the manner in which they were exhibited. At a flick of a
switch advertising signs lit up, as did early valves which cast a nostalgic
glow over the scene. If my long suffering wife had not been with me I
could have stayed for many more hours! This made me think of that
other occasion when I crawled over some very fine radios in the prover-

Picture on right: Geny Wells putting two BVWS members through their paces during
one of his ‘Sunday workshOps', in which for the princely sum of twenty five pounds,
Gerry will show you how to bring two of your deceased wirelesses back to life in a
single day. Please note that you don ’t have to bee BVWS member to receive these
lessons. A full meal and as much tea as you want is also included.

For more details please contact Gerry Wells at the Vintage Wireless Museum on:
0181 670 3667

BVWS Anniversary exhibition
Ken Tythacott, our exceptionally busy Harpenden organiser requires
examples of wireless equipment for the 20th Anniversary exhibition on
the 213i and 22nd September. We require items from the days of pre-
broadcast up to the days of the transistor. Please remember that this is
our exhibition and makes an ideal opportunity to see our interests
represented for all to see.

Please write to Ken Tythacott the Events Organiser at 21 Barrett Road, Fetcham,
Surrey, KT22 9HL, England
enclosing SAE, or telephone 01372 452569 for further information.
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bial attic (Clive, let me give those Chakaphones a decent homel).

Ugly rumours have reached me that it is being said that my chairman' s
chair isn't a chair at all but just a display stand. “Prove it’ I say while sitting
down gingerly. I have to admit that it is not exactly the most stable of
seats. but unless anyone can give me chapter and verse, the chairman’s
seat it will remain!

I was recently contacted by the Radio Academy to ask whether the
BVWS would be interested in staging a small exhibition on the history of
radio at their ‘Radio Festival’ conference to be held at the NEC in
Birmingham from Monday 15 until Wednesday 17 July. The exhibition
would be on for the remainder of that week. I have to admit that I had not
heard of this organisation so they sent me their Radio Academy Year

Book for 1996. From this attractive publication I learn that they are
a professional membership organisation for the radio

industry. Its members include individuals from the BBC and
the commercial broadcasting sector, as well as joumalists,
equipment manufacturers and others involved with
broadcasting. The focus is on broadcasting (the
software so to speak) and not on the hardware. After
discussion with the committee, I agreed to help, and
may contact one or two of you to lend a set for the week.

For instance, I am looking for a source of a few nice
colourful Catalin sets. Do I hear any offers? It is, of course, .

good publicity for the BVWS.

I hope that you are enjoying Ray Herbert’s Seeing by Wireless.
Reaction has been very favourable and I consider Ray’s beautifully
produced monograph to be a most fitting tribute to the fiftieth anniver—
sary of Baird’s death, and the other television anniversaries listed by me
in the previous Bulletin. Furthermore, Ray's monograph is continuing the
Society's tradition of producing the occasional publication to supple-
ment the Bulletin. We are now looking forward to our Commemorative
Week-end of 21 ~22 September. The committee, in particular our Events
Organiser Ken Tythacott, are working very hard to make this a success.
You will appreciate (especially if you have been reading the Minutes of
our committee meetings) that staging such an event means an awful lot
of work. I hope that you will vote with your feet and come to as many of
the events as possible. I might even let you sit in my ‘Marconi Chair’.

‘ Willem Hackmann

Far left: One of the 18 stalls at the
poorly attended Picketts Lock fair, .9
two day event which had a low tumout
in regard to the wireless collecting
fraternity.

left: Gerry WeIIs’ garden party at the
vintage wireless museum, Dulwich; A
lively affair with an attendance close
to 120. Despite the occasional
shower, everybody kept their spirits up
and a good time was had by all. Later
in the afternoon Gerry held his famous
raffle with an Atwater Kent cathedral
and a Peter Pan (both manufactured
at the museum) as the star prizes.
Dave Grant’s mother won the Atwater
Kent and Phil Beeson won the Peter
Pan.
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Fig. 1 ‘The post is just going', ‘3 & Ft Series’, by
Brown and Flawclr'fle Ltd of Liverpool, unfranked, but
dating from the first decade of the 201h century.

Confessions of
a Cartologist
Partlll
Early Wireless Telegraphy Serious and Comic

By Willem Hackmann

Fig. 5

The transition from telegraphy to wireless
telegraphy began to be noted by postcard
artists at the turn of the nineteenth century.
The telegraph and the telephone were
popular stock-in-trade items of music hall
humour in Edwardian Britain. and were readily
taken up by postcard publishers. The
telegraph was the first mass communication
system to girdle the globe, albeit by many
miles of submarine cable. The Crimean War
(1853—6) was the first war which kept both
newspapers and politicians in constant touch
with what was happening on the battlefield. A
row of telegraph poles and their wires on
insulators disappearing into the distance
remained a potent postcard image until the
end of the First World War. ‘The post is just
going’ (Fig. 1) is an obvious play on words on
this Edwardian postcard published by Brown
and Rawcliffe Ltd of Liverpool. They started
life as Iithographers in about 1880, and
specialized in heraldic postcards. Their
heyday was the decade before the First
World, from which this card dates as well. A
more evocative card from about the same
time (Fig. 2) depicts a rather daringly dressed
young woman reading her lover’s message
on the tape of a Morse printing telegraph.This
card cleverly combines humour with another
popular postcard type - glamour. Glamour
postcards are avidly sought by collectors
these days, especially Edwardian French

HM
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Fig. 6

Fig. 2 Fine art deco postcard by ‘Heliotypie Dugas,
Nantes' of a young girl reading her lover's message
received on a Morse printing telegraph. Posted from
Nantes on 21 July 1904.

Fig. 3 ‘Somebody on the Wire’, sepia postcard by
James Henderson & Sons of London in their ‘Pictorial
Comedy’ Series, no. 132, posted on 13 June 1907.

Fig. 4 ‘Wireless telegraphy’, sepia postcard by James
Henderson & Sons of London in their popular
‘Gibson' Series, Fl no. 90, dated 17 July 1911.
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ones! I have this particular postcard in my
collection solely because it is a fine study of
contemporary telegraphy technology - not
only of the Morse printer, but also of a specif-
ic type of telegraph pole with its ceramic
insulators. The lady is merely incidentall What
is clever is the impression given by the card
publisher that she is avidly reading ‘your’
message. However, the message on the back
of this particular card from Maria Anne to her
friend Ren about her examinations is a bit of
an anticlimax.

The following two sepia postcards by James
Henderson 81 Sons of London show up rather
well how humour inspired by wire telegraphy
and the telephone was transferred to the new
technology of wireless telegraphy. In
“Somebody on the wire’ (Fig. 3), posted on 13
June 1907, only the cherubs sitting on the
wire which connects the two lovers know their
tender secrets. The central vignette is an
evocative cityscape, its skyscrapers more
reminescent of an American than an English
city. In ‘Wireless Telegraphy’ (Fig. 4) the artist
dispensed with the telegraph wires but, as is
shown by the behaviour of our lovers’ feet
unseen by the ‘chaperone’ sitting at the other
side of the table, the cherubs are still very
active. This card, posted on 17 July 1911, is in
Henderson's famous ‘Gibson' series. The
popular ‘Gibson girl’ was conceived by the
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Fig. 7

Fig. 5 ’Yarborough Monument & Marconi Telegraph
Station, Bembridge Down, Isle of Wight', no. 312, in
the ’Post Ideal Card Series', serial no. 122702,
unfranked.

Fig. 6 ‘Lloyd's Signal Station, Lizard, Comwall',
Souvenir Post Card‘s 'Valentine Series ', unfranked,
but from the first decade of the 20th century.

Fig. 7 ‘Wireless Station Bolt Head’, real photograph
postcard embossed at top ‘W.R. Gray's Series ',
unfranked, but dates from World War I.



Fig 8 (below) ‘Sending a Wireless Message: no. 125,
in 'The Wellington Series' of Gale & Polden Ltd of
Aldershot, posted from Gravesend on 20 April 1907.

Fig. 9 (near right) Real photograph with postcard
back of a wireless olfiicer in action, unfranked but
about World War I.

Fig. 10 (far right) Flea! photograph with postcard back
of the wireless receiving set in S. S. Mount Snowdon,
unfranked but dated on back 10 October 1919.

Sending a Wireless Message. 121-}.

American artist Charles Dana Gibson based
on a girl he saw on a railway station, and
subsequently married. She first appeared in
1903 in the penny weekly magazine ‘Snap-
Shots’ also published by James Henderson &
Sons. I have another version in my collection
which is less attractive as it is plain white and
not sepia coloured, nor does it have the
embossed border. This one bears the follow-
ing information below the picture: ‘By C. Dana
Gibson. From ‘Snap-Shots’ Copyright’, with
the additional information on the back ‘C.D.
Gibson’s Drawings~8’. Obviously, the publish-
er was attempting to cash in on the popularity
of the Gibson girl which had virtually become
a trade mark.

Footsie telegraphy was a popular theme. I
have a Belgian version, posted on 19 May
1905, published by Marco Marcovici of
Brussels. In this instance, they are drinking
coffee while an elderly gent is reading the
paper. In ‘Wireless Two telegraphy’ (Fig. 28)
the waitress catches yet another couple
indulging in this activity. This card by Solomon
Brothers of London in their “Series 8007’, was
posted in Grantham on 9 September 1915. On
a more serious note, I have recently acquired
a postcard entitled ‘The Wireless or Silent
Telegraphy’, which gives ‘God Save The King'
in both sign language and Morse code. No
publisher is indicated but it dates probably
from around 1910.

Judging by the large number of postcards of
wireless signal stations in my collection

Figs. 1 1 (right hand side) and 12 (overleaf) Real
photographs of a ship ’s wireless cabin of about

World War I. The trade mark of horseshoe with
initials Il.C. denote Thomas illingworth & Co. of

London.
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fig. 12

Fig. 13 (below) Real photograph with postcard back of
the wireless cabin of H. M. I Somali, unfranked— and with
serial number 829 printed on back.

Fig. 14 (right hand side) Wireless officer operating his set
on this real photograph postcard posted in London on 3
March 1924.

Figs 15- 20 (all other pictures) Promotional postcards of
the North Wales Wireless College at Colwyn Bay in the
early thirties.

at?
”I  North Weiss Wireless Cottage Colwyn Bay

99*  6: W and l. C W. Transmitter. Direction Finder Etc.

Fig. 17

North Wales Wirelmeetlaaa Wyn Bay.
Wireless Service Engineers Tcainiflg attainment

l".

Fig. 14

people were fascinated by the radio masts
mushrooming along the British coast before
the First World. War. The popularity of
Marconi’s long-range spark transmitting
station at Poldhu is attested by the variety of
postcard views that have survived. I described
these in detail in the previous ‘Bulletin', and
have found three more views since then! The
most charming is of the ‘Old Inn' in Mullion in
which the ‘Marconi Towers’ can just be seen
on the horizon, published by Frith & Co of
Fleigate as their no. 52268. In 1904 the
government passed the first Wireless
Telegraphy Act in an attempt to put some
order in a somewhat chaotic development of
wireless telegraphy stations, involving Lloyds
(the ship insurers), the Admiralty, Post Office
and the Marconi Company. This Act gave the
Postmaster General full control over the use
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Fig. 16
and licensing of wireless telegraphy. Disputes
continued until 1909 when the Post Office
finally took full control of all British coastal
wireless stations. At that time there were nine
such stations: Crookhaven, Malin Head,
Lizard, Niton, North Foreland, Caister,
Cullercoats, Seaford and Bolt Head, kitted out
with fairly basic Marconi equipment. In a major
reorganisation by the Post Office in 1913 new
stations were built at Niton, St. Just, Fishguard
and Malin Head, while Lizard, Rosslare and
Crookhaven were closed. During the First
World War these stations were placed under
the control of the Admiralty and a network of
direction finding stations were established for
locating Zeppelins and submarines. Admiralty
control was not relinquished until 1920 when
the Post Office took over the naval stations at
Wick, Portpatrick and Grimsby. ‘The Year
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‘Figs 21 and 22 Similar promotional postcards of the British School of Wireless Telegraphy Ltd in London. The first was sent
on 21 August 1905, while the second one published by Lofthouse, Crosbie & Co. of London was posted in January 1914.

‘Fig. 23 Real photograph postcard of the Wireless
Section on HM Royal Sovereign at Gosport in the

interwar years.

‘Fig. 24 Wireless telegraphy serials on top of the Eiffel
Tower; maker's name illegible but serial no. 3375, and

dates from before World War I.

Book of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony’
of 1920 lists 79 land stations which includes
all the afore mentioned coastal stations, and
also Marconi House in London. Apart from the
Admiralty, the Marconi Company and the Post
Office, other stations are listed as being
controlled by Trinity House, Lloyds, and the
various regional railway companies.

I suspect that many of these stations have
been recorded on postcards. Several of these
were listed in my previous article in this series.
I have only the space to illustrate three from
my collection. The first is of the Culver Cliff
Wireless Station on the Isle of Wight, Tim
Wander in ‘Radio Bygones’, no. 3 (Christmas
1989), p. 23 believes that he has reproduced
the only known photograph of this station. His
photograph is dated 1912. In fact, I have two
versions in my collection. The one illustrated
here (Fig. 5) is in the ‘Post Ideal Card Series’
with the title ‘Yarborough Monument &
Marconi Telegraph Station, Bembridge Down,
Isle of Wight’, and is unfranked. The other one
by J. Welch & Sons, Photographic Publishers
at Portsmouth, is a rather striking panoramic

‘Fig. 25 (below) Postcard of German soldier pierced
by a wireless telegraph mast published by E. Le
Delay in Paris, and dated by the sender 6 March
1914.

‘ 36

Fig. 23

view of the monument and station in sepia
finish and embossed border. This card has the
title ‘Wireless Telegraphy Station, Culver Clift',
and was posted from Sandown on the Isle of
Wight on 22 September 1910. Its serial no. is
3029. The 75 foot high monument is dedicat-
ed to Charles Anderson Pelham, Earl of
Yarborough, who died in September 1846. For
years it was believed locally that Culver Cliff
was the first shore station to pick up the
wireless distress signals from the ‘Titanic’, but
there is no evidence for this. The station finally
made way for the Culvern Tavern built on its
site in the seventies. Another well known
landmark was the Lizard station operated by
Lloyds. As reported in the previous ‘Bulletin’ l
have four versions. The one illustrated (Fig. 6)
is a coloured card with the Valentine’s
‘Souvernir Post Card’ imprint with an
overprinted advertisement on the back:
‘Meet me in the Arcade at D.M. Brown’s
Dundee. Where the luncheon and tea rooms
are'. The two cards in the Frith’s Series, both
with the serial no. 57289, are of interest as
they illustrate a publisher’s practice of
sometimes reproducing the same card in a

‘Fig. 26 (below) Real photograph postcard of the
Wireless Station of the Royal Engineers at Aidershot,
published by a local photographer; and dated by the
sender 27 March 1917.

Fig. 28 (above) 'Wireless Twolegraphy’, published by
Salomon Brothers of London, and posted from Grantham
on 9 September 1915.
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‘Fig. 27 Fine real photograph postcard by the Oxford photographer A.C. Wheeler of a field wireless set in a cart during World War I.

coloured and a monochromatic version.
Actually, I have to admit being unsure whether
in this case the card has not been cleverly
hand-tinted by the sender. The youngest
version in my collection is a real sepia
photograph with the initials ‘Ft.A.' of the
publishers Aldous— Rademacher & Co. who
remained active until after the Second World
War, but this unfranked specimen dates from
the previous war. The first coastal station
operated by the Post Office was at Bolt Head
in Devon in 1908. I have a fine real photograph
postcard of this station (Fig. 7) embossed at
the top with ‘W.Ft. Grays Series’.

Quite a large number of postcards have
survived of wireless apparatus on board
ships. I suspect after examining the
specimens in my collection that most of these
were not produced by commercial publishers.
An exception is ‘Sending a Wireless
Message’, no. 125 (Fig. 8) in ‘The Wellington
Series’ published by Gale & Polden Ltd of
Aldershot. This features a naval rating tapping
a Morse key besides a bank of Leyden jars
and other apparatus. The surroundings are
somewhat indistinct and may not be a ship’s
wireless cabin, but rather an office in a shore
establishment. 0n  the card, posted in
Gravesend on 20 April 1907, the writer reports

in a rather illiterate hand that ‘Father has got
some work at last thank God’. The firm was
founded by a retired naval officer, James Gate,
in the late 18603 near the FLE. Depot,
Chatham. Shortly afterwards he joined forces
with T. Ernest Polden. They opened their
Aldershot branch in 1893, and were noted for
their cards on military subjects. In 1904 they

Figs 29- 31 (below) Three of a series of six postcard
on the amorous potential of wireless telegraphy, with
no publisher's name but printed in Germany, and all
with the serial no. 718. These three are postmarked
'Notting hill 5, 9 and 22 August 1910.
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TELL ME VHA‘I‘
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- Figs 32 and 33 Two American postcards on ’C. 0.0. ’ as a distress signal for love with the stag trademark and initials
'IF.’ & Co.’ and ‘Series 868', unfranked but about 1905.

started their Nelson series of scenes of every-
day Iife in the Navy in sequences of twelve
cards based on photographs taken with the
assistance of the Navy. They were numbered
in the 100 and 200 series, and carried such
titles as ‘Jack Ashore’ and ‘Jack’s Leisure
Moments’. This is the only card I have come
across to date which depicts a Jack with his
wireless - although it carries no such title! “The
next six cards are of particular interest to
wireless historians as they are simply
unadorned vignettes of everyday wireless
cabins on board ships. Only two show the
operator in action. I suspect that Fig. 9 is a
posed scene in which the telegraphist who
may well be a Mr H.G. Summers of Bristol (the
name which is stamped on the back) is writing
up his wireless log. Fig. 10 is a corner of
another wireless cabin, this one showing the
receiver on 38 .  ’Mount Snowdon’. This real
photograph with a postcard back was taken at
Marseilles on 10 October 1919. The following
two illustrations (Figs 11 and 12) are particu-
larly atmospheric and show the typical clutter
of a wireless cabin at that time. The former
concentrates on the receiving and the latter

on the transmitting apparatus. Both may well
be from the same ship as both have on the
back the horseshoe trade mark and initials of
Thomas Illingworth & Co. of London. The
scallop-shaped brass handles of the drawers
are not quite identical in both postcards but
this may not be significant.The next real
phototograph postcard of the multiple tuner
and magnetic detector in H.M.T. ‘Somali’ has
bleached somewhat in sunlight but neverthe-
less shows clearly the arrangement of this
apparatus in one of the Royal Navy’s trawlers.
The final card in this sequence is a real
photograph with a Spanish postcard back,
although the card was posted in London to
another London address on 3 March 1924. It
is a pity that so little apparatus is being depict-
ed; on the other hand, future dress historians
will be interested in the man's clothing. Is it an
English uniform? The message by Bob
(surname unknown) to his friend Will Corsham
gives us no clues, but does refer to the Will’s
‘famous wireless’ which he hopes to see
soon. Perhaps it is not too fanciful to assume
that this card is of Bob working his wireless.

E 9’ ili means i. Fiat
9 1“" has S‘O‘S is flashed abroad

We

€125t fis- mat‘ .....
335i ihaugh ii heads my iiiiis card

m realty greed not fear. ,,
ill means wa’m‘SHORT 0F SUGAR~ f; frhroughoui‘the Bi‘iflSfi $557.”

Grocers think cf using sand -~
Of which we‘ve. miles and miles.
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Fig. 34 American postcard ‘A Wireless Message
000’ in the ‘Lovelights' series of about 1905.

As the wireless telegraphy service developed
the need for ‘proper’ training of operators and
maintenance men was soon felt. The world’s
first wireless school was opened in
September 1901 by the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co. In Frinton-on-Sea on the Essex
coast. The resources of this school have been
described by D.A.J. Ward in ‘Radio Bygones’,
no. 11 (June/July 1991). l have not yet found
a postcard of it, but from the Marconi archives
in Chelmsford we know that the establishment
consisted of two detached houses in a quiet
residential area about half a mile from the sea
front: one house for the equipment, the other
for the school’s resident students, and with a
120ft wooden mast in between. Frinton was
closed in 1904 and the school transferred to
the Hall Street Works in Chelmsford. This was

Fig. 35 (below left) Embossed postcard ‘303- Short
of Sugar’, published by Bim Brothers Ltd of London,
in their No. H2 series, and posted in 1917.

Fig. 36 (below) “What does ‘ ‘S.O.S’ mean? Shortage
of Sugar! ’, published by Bamforth in their Witty
Comic’ series, no. 469, franked on 8 June 1917.

What does “$10.5." mean ?
' Shortage of Sager!

m

Continues on next page
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probably largely a consequence of the
financially hard times experienced by the
Marconi Company during these early years.
By the twenties, however, wireless communi-
cation had expanded dramatically which
resulted in the setting up of private wireless
telegraphy schools. Little is known about
these. Their advertisements are to be found
scattered in the technical literature, such as in
"Wireless World’ and the ‘Yearbook of
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony’. Three
promotional postcards of the North Wales
Wireless College at 8 Colwyn Bay were
reproduced in the 1994 Christmas issue of
‘Radio Bygones’ which prompted the reminis-
cences by three ex-students (A.M. Smith,
Gerald Munday and Gareth Llewelyn who
covered the periods April 1928-July 1929,
September 1994-July 1946, and the two years
1952 and 1956) to be published in the
June/July issue of 1995 (no. 35). l have
reproduced the five cards of this school in my
collection (Figs 15-20). Judging by the
apparatus, these cards range in date from the
late twenties until the mid-19303. You can
come across them individually at postcard
fairs, but all the ones i have seen are unused!
The founder of the college was Gordon S.

I send wit-em
ma... into the air,

To see iiI find you.
any where .‘

Whale, an ex—employee of the Marconi Co.
(working first at their Clifden station and then
at Carnarvon). He had Ieamed his telegraphy
with the Direct Spanish Telegraph Company in
1912. While still in the employment of Marconi
he opened a wireless telegraphy training
college in Carnarvon, but was made to close it
down by Marconi fearing competition. He
resigned from the firm and moved his college
to Upper Colwyn in North Wales in 1920, and
to the East Parade site in 1923 (Figs 15 and
16). There it remained until the college closed
down in 1970, when the buildings made way
for the new Colwyn Bay bypass, now part of
the A55 North Wales Expressway. The
transmitter in Fig. 17 is the Marconi MCBb
(fitted in hundreds of British ships at the time)
installed with an MR4b receiver. The direction
finder is the Marconi Type 119 - the first set to
use the 8625 screen-grid valve. All this
apparatus was installed in 1928. The next
illustration (Fig. 18) depicts the college’s
quenched gap transmitter, receiver and
charging panels. The college’s Wireless
Servicing Training Department (Fig. 19) was
established in  the early 19303 and had
disappeared by the Second World War.
Judging by Fig. 20 with the apt title of
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Fig. 37 (far left) ‘808 (Wireless) Save our Sally’, by
Photochrom Co. Ltd in their ‘Celesque Series ',
flanked on 10 August 1915.

Fig. 38 (left) ‘Short Of Silver’, with 'The Regent Series’
trademark denoting Gale & Polden of Aldershot,
partly legible postmark probably 30 August 1926.

Fig. 39 (lower left) Admonishing the recipient to
'Write’! American postcard with me trademark of a
superimposed BS and the serial no. as. 531.
Probably dates from about 1905.

‘Progress', the school was flourishing in the
thirties. The cards were probably produced in
a variety of finishes over the years as l have a
fine one of Fig. 17 in sepia. l have found no
examples of the two fine photographs
reproduced in the ‘Radio Bygones’ article.
These are of the front of the college with a
large board on which is printed the call-sign
‘Wireless Station 2NF’, and of the synchro-
nous rotary-gap spark transmitter with its
aerial tuning inductance, and magnetic
detector receiver.

The next two cards are of the British School of
Telegraphy which was situated at 179
Clapham Road in London. Luckily, in this case
they have both been sent. The interior of the
lecture room (Fig. 21) was posted on 21
August 1905 (the final digit is all but unread-
able). Besides the wireless telegraphy appara-
tus there are some other instruments probably
purely for teaching purposes, such as the
plate induction electrostatic generator near
the blackboard. I am sure that the equations
on the blackboard were especially written for
this photograph so as to create an impression
of great technical erudition! The other
postcard (Fig. 22) was posted on 16 January
1914 and is a mock up of one of the school’s
‘Marconi cabins’. This card was published by
Lofthouse, Crosbie & Co. of London. The real
photograph with postcard back of naval
ratings being trained in their wireless cubicles
(Fig. 23) at the shore establishment HM Royal
Sovereign at Gosport, dates from the early
intenlvar years and was published by the local
firm of ‘J.C. Lawrence & Son’.

One of the fascinations of the amateur before
the First World War was to pick up the Eiffel
Tower’s time signals on their crystal sets.
Many postcards of the tower have been
published, but pre—World War I cards of the
aerial arrangement fitted in 1909 are quite
rare. This specimen is especially interesting
as it was issued to those intrepid travellers
who braved the tower’s summit. A few relics of
the wireless apparatus still survive. I
remember seeing a couple of Leyden jars in a
showcase.Wireless communication came into
its own in the First World War but what this
French comic postcard (Fig. 25) signifies l
have not been able to fathom. The card has
the title ‘telegraphie sans fil' and is dated 6
November 1914. It shows a dastardly Hun
pierced by a wireless mast capped by a
chamber pot. Perhaps it celebrates in some
way the superiority of the French ‘telegraphie
sans fil’ over the German, or it may refer to a
specific event on the battlefield. It is not at all
easy to find good postcards depicting wartime
wireless telegraphy. I do have a fine specimen

'of  the Wireless Station of the Royal Engineers
in Aldershot (Fig. 26) in which the aerials have
been retouched. The card was sent on 27
March 1917 by Tom Gabriel of the Royal
Engineer‘s R.T.D. A Company to h‘r‘s'Wife'Who
lived on Guersney to let her know that he has



safely returned to Aldershot. The card that
gives me particular pleasure is this fine »
evocative wartime study (Fig. 27) of a field
wireless set of which components such as the
multiple tuner can be easily identified. The
publisher was the Oxford photographer A.C.
Wheeler. The two wireless telegraphists look
very posed, and one of them may well be the
writer of the postcard. It is addressed to the
writer’s girlfriend: ‘Suppose you’ll manage to
find out which is myself. Don’t I look terribly
serious?’

The comic potential of wireless telegraphy
was quickly exploited. The next three romantic
cards of a series of six were quite popular
judging by the number that have survived,
although to find the entire set is not at all easy.
The wireless apparatus is most elementary,
but our lovers have no difficulty in transmitting
their intentions: ‘A Proposal (Fig. 29) by
‘Wireless’ is quite up to date/First get through
to the Lady and learn of your Fate.” ‘Kisses
(Fig. 30) from both are now flying
about/Where all of a sudden the current runs
out.’ ‘You send her your love (Fig. 31), it’s
wireless once more/She wonders why, you’ve
never wired her before.’ The romance is
continued by the other three cards not
reproduced here: ‘You send her some kisses,
they’re wireless given/She says, they’ll be real
dear, this evening at seven.’ ‘She gets your
proposal by Wireless, that’s clear/ And
murmurs ‘oh Georgie’ you darling, you dear.’
In the last card they are both ready to leave
their respective houses to meet up for their
tryst: ‘80 both of you, put on your things and

go out/It‘s not wireless, but real, where there’s
no—one about.‘ The cards were sent between
5 August and 29 October 1910 - and what
happened next? I also have three coloured
versions of which one has the appropriate title
in gold ‘Wireless Message of Love’. Enough
said!

The wireless distress signal ‘C.O.D.’ instituted
by Marconi in 1904 also had great comic
potential. It was made up of the old telegraph-
ic general call ‘C.Q.’ with the additional letter
‘D’ for distress. ‘Helpl Quickil Come over and
help me kill this mosquito’ (Fig. 32) cries the
maiden in distress. In the next card her
‘C.O.D’ has been answered, and her beau is
rewarded with a kiss (Fig. 33), but this can
carrry its own dangers: ‘Helpl! Somebody tell
me what to do next’. These two American
cards are unfranked but date from about
1905. A very pretty American card of about the
same date depicts a romantic couple framed
in the heart-shaped filament of an early
incandescent lamp (Fig. 34), although its
caption ‘A Wireless Message COD’, is rather
double-edged. However, we find the reply on
another card in this ‘Lovelights’ series: ‘Don’t
worry’. The distress signal 'S.O.S.’ was
officially adopted to replace ‘C.Q.D.’ at the
Berlin Radio Conference of 1906 but both
calls continued to be used for some years as
was the case with the ‘Titanic’ in 1912. Comic
card artists had great fun finding alternative
meaning for ‘S.O.S.’ ‘Shortage of Sugar’
proclaim two cards posted in 1917 (Figs 35
and 36), highlighting the wartime commodity
shortages. The sender of the card ‘303

(Wireless) Save our Sally’ Fig. 37) in the
‘Celesque Series’ by Photochrom Co. Ltd
posted on 10 August 1915 thought that it
might have “tickled your fancy‘. There is no
clue why it should. Perhaps it referred to a well
known music hall turn. This card turns up
regularly so for whatever reason it must have
been quite popular at the time. We can all
have empathy with the message on the next
card: ‘Short of Silver’ (Fig. 38). This sentiment
is echoed on one of my other cards by the
well known comic card artist DouglasTempest
of a dejected lady tracing in the sand on the
beach: ‘S.O.S./ L.s.d.’, and with the caption:
‘l’d stay here longer but for circumstances
over which I have no control’. This card is in
the Bamforth ‘Seaside Comic’ Series, no.
1671, and was posted on 19 August 1924. My
most far out S.O.S. card also by Douglas
Tempest is a promotional postcard advertsis-
ing ‘DFlI-PED’ soles (‘Sole Proprietors: Dri-ped
Ltd., Bolton, Lancs.’). A miserable looking
man is walking with his young son who asks:
‘What does 8 .03  mean, dad?', and he
replies: ‘Save our soles! - I should thinkl’ A
very childish hand has written on the back:
‘Dear Daddy I am going for a picnic and have
you move[d] yet and have you time to rite
[sic]. Love from Joan’. I will end this piece with
an American card of about 1905 (Fig. 39) with
the caption: “Write. I send this wireless into the
air, To see if I find you, anywhere’. Do write if
you have information on wireless postcards,
but please do not follow the suggestion of the
lady on the companion card to the last one:
needn’t Write! A Wireless is Quicker’. Next to
come: Part IV: The early BBC in Postcards

A Marconi mystery.......,g..
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Nestling in the Swiss Alps about three miles north-west of Martigny is the
village of Salvan. Fixed to a huge rock, La Pierre Bergére, is a handsome
bronze plaque carrying the following inscription (in French):

GMAFICONI MADE HIS FIRST TESTS OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
HERE IN 1896

I have not myself been to Salvan, but BVWS member Dr Max de
Henseler who comes from Switzerland sent me the photograph of the
plaque reproduced here, and told me as much as he has been able to
discover of the background story.

In 1965 members of the Development Society of Salvan interviewed a
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Monsieur Gay-Balmaz concerning his boyhood experiences in assisting
Marconi with early wireless experiments in the area. Gay-Balmaz was
aged 80 at the time of the interview, which was tape recorded and of
which Max has given me a written transcription. In the interview Gay-
Balmaz says that Marconi's experiments at Salvan were carried out over
a period of two and a half months in the Summer of'1897, which raises
the first puzzle as to why the plaque says'1896.

According to Gay-Balmaz the experiments consisted of Marconi
stationed on top of the Pierre Bergere with a small transmitter, while Gay-
Balmaz, then a boy of eleven or twelve, moved away to increasing
distances with a receiver which sounded a bell when a signal was
received. Gay-Balmaz carried the receiving aerial raised on an 8 foot
pole, and waved a red flag to let Marconi know when the receiver bell
sounded. The maximum range achieved in this way was about half a
mile.

Turning now to the plaque itself, it was installed in 1975 to mark (a year
late) the anniversary of Marconi's birth, with an unveiling ceremony
attended by an official of the area Tourist Office in Martigny and by the
Italian Vice-Consul to Switzerland. Max has investigated local records
and newspaper reports, and has discovered that the plaque was
presented by a Mrs Garibaldi; but, surprisingly, neither of the two main
speakers at the ceremony mentioned her at all, still less expressing
thanks for her contribution. The only reference to her name was by the
Tourist Office official who listed an Italian, Vincent Garibaldi, as one of the
distinguished people who had stayed in the area at some time. In fact
Max has discovered that Mrs Garibaldi was from a Swiss banking family,
de Cérenville, and she and her husband had been invited by the local
authority to donate the plaque.

Let us now consider the possible dates of Marconi's visit, starting with
1897 as declared by Gay-Balmaz. By that time Marconi had got well
beyond experiments over a few hundred yards, having demonstrated
ranges of four and a half miles on Salisbury Plain in March 1897 and 9
miles across the Bristol Channel in May. Furthermore 1897 was a very
busy year for him what with these demonstrations, setting up his
Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company, and being recalled to Italy to
give demonstrations to the Italian Government in Home and La Spezia
from June until August.

continued on page 19



I Kirkifier Et Filadyne. revisited
by Martin Reed

In Bulletin Vol. 19 No. 3 Pat Leggatt introduced
two detector circuits namely the Kirkifier and
the Filadyne. As these circuits are almost as
rare as hen's teeth. I decided to do some
further reading on the subject and get some
‘ hands-on' experience by building, measuring

' and operating them. Both detectors are
unconventional in that they operate a triode
with a positive bias on the control grid and
zero or low positive bias on the anode.

Some early groundwork

Although not envisaged for wireless applica-
tions, some original work on AC to DC rectifi-

Fig 1

'Lr’nearised‘

Anode \
Current

\

Conventional Diode

' Anode Voltage

cation, using thermionic valves, was done in
the laboratories of British Thompson-Houston
and General Electric (USA). in 1914 they
jointly filed a British patent (No.15788) for a
hard triode having a circular plate located
between the filament and the anode. The
electrons emitted from the hot filament
passed through a hole in the centre of the
circular plate on their way to the anode. The
circular plate performed a function similar to
that of the control grid in modern valves. The
inventors showed that with just the right
amount of positive bias on the circular plate
the anode current became linearly related to
the anode voltage over a wide range and thus
avoided the fundamental non linearity of a
conventional thermionic diode. Fig 1 shows
the "linearised” anode characteristic of‘their
triode compared to that of a conventional

Alternating
Voltage input

thermionic diode.

In 1917, WC White, a citizen of the USA, while
'working for BTH, took out a similar patent
(No.147819) using a hard triode with a grid in
place of the circular plate. The main applica-
tion for this "linearised" triode was to an instru-
ment for displaying AC (sinusoidal) voltages
on a galvanometer with- a linear scale, the
triode providing the rectifier function. This
instrument was claimed to be accurate and
linear from zero up to several hundred volts
and this was difficult to achieve with any other
contemporary rectifier. Fig.2 shows the instru-
ment's circuit.

Not having an example of their valve I
measured some 2 Volt battery triodes, with the
intention of emulating their results. My
measurements show that the Marconi HL2
provides a remarkably linear anode character-
istic for anode voltages ranging from zero up
to more than +50V when the grid voltage is
biased at +1.1V; the slope resistance being
approximately 22 k0. Best results are
obtained with the filament voltage reduced to
1.5V. Several other triodes give similar results.

A hint of this "linearising" property can be
found in text books which show anode
characteristics for a range of grid voltages
where small positive grid voltages are includ-
ed.

i believe that, in the case of the HL2, the
critical amount of positive potential on the grid
has the effect of pulling just enough electrons
from the space charge, surrounding the
filament, to enhance the anode current signif-
icantly at low anode voltages but has a
proportionally smaller effect when the anode

_ voltage is high. This effectively straightens the
Va/la curve.

Application to the Wireless detector

In the early receivers the inherent non lineari-
ty of conventional detectors was a significant
cause of distortion. Only the subsequent
development of high gain BF stages and
automatic gain control largely circumvented
this problem where conventional detectors
were used. Before these luxuries were
available the designers of broadcast monitor-
ing receivers, intended to measure received
signal strength and modulation quality,
needed to take special precautions to
minimise detector distortion. One such
designer was HL Kirke formerly of the Marconi
Company and later of the BBC. .

The Kirkifier

1uF

LFC

In a short article in Modern Wireless of Aug.
1927 HL Kirke describes his unique linear
detector with due acknowledgement to the
BTH patents. in a Wireless World article of
Jan. 1929 Kirke again describes his detector
which had by this time been christened the
"Kirkifier". He describes how he was inspired
by looking through some characteristic curves
on valves while designing transmitting
circuits; curiously he fails to mention the BTH
patent here.

Two versions of the Kirkifier circuit are
described, namely series fed and parallel fed.
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to Audio Amp.

The series fed version uses virtually the same
circuit as Fig.2 but with a pair of headphones
in place of the galvanometer.

The parallel fed version connects the carrier
source, the ‘linearised’ diode and the load in
parallel as shown in Fig. 3. Here the RF choke
serves to decouple the carrier from the LF
choke and the subsequent audio amplifier
grid. This circuit is used in a monitoring receiv-
er, presumably developed and used by the
BBC. The moving coil milliammeter was
linearly calibrated and gave an indication of
received signal strength. lfirke describes two
alternative loads, namely the LF choke, as
shown in Fig. 3, or a 10 k9 resistor in place of
the LF choke. Unfortunately he does not
discuss the relative merits of the two loads,
but the circuit using the LF choke, assuming a
low loss choke, should be more linear as the
choke ensures that anode current flows
throughout all of the positive half of each cycle
of the received carrier. With the resistive load
the angle of conduction depends on the ratio
of the anode slope resistance to the load
resistance.

As the positive grid bias is shown supplied
from a battery it must be assumed that this
decouples the grid to earth at both audio and
carrier frequencies, the anode being driven
with the modulated carrier as described.

The Kirkifier is also described by other authors
of earlier articles in Wireless World. in particu-
lar RPG Denman Jan 26th 1927 describes it
without attributing the design to anyone. He
mentions that it was the subject of a patent
taken out in 1920 but gives no inventor's
name, affiliation or patent number.
Unfortunately the British Patent Library were
unable to locate it for me. The parallel fed
Kirkifier with resistive load is also described in
the BBC Handbook for 1929 Pages 312 to
313.

Characteristics of the specified Kirkifier
valve.

The valve specified for the Kirkifier is the
LSSB, and is operated with its grid biased at
+50V or more, conditions which are signifi-
cantly different from those required by the
HL2 above. Not having an LSSB to play with I
made some measurements onan  Ediswan
R02 and a Marconi DES, which are contem-
porary bright emitters. Fig. 4 shows the R02
anode and grid currents plotted against
anode voltage, with the grid held at +30V.
This shows that the sum of the anode and grid
currents is virtually constant. The theory is
that with such a high grid voltage any space
charge near the filament is dispersed and the
valve current becomes saturated, or emission
limited. Under these conditions, raising the
anode voltage causes the anode current to
rise forcing the grid current to fall by an equal
amount. in order to maximise this effect. as
shown in Fig 4, it was necessary to reduce the
filament voltage from its rated 2V to 1.7V.

Kirke’s article does not include a rheostat in
the filament path. Perhaps this is not
necessary with the LSSB but I find with the
RC2 and the DE3. that the overall linearity of
the anode current curve can be optimised by

continued on page 19
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The Transmission of Time signals by Wireless
by David Head

In 1976 the BVWS bulletin in the first year of
the Society made two references to the
Horophone, a crystal receiver designed
specifically for the reception of time signals. In
the second of these references Jonathan Hill
provided a brief description of the receiver
together with a picture of advertising copy
from 1914. Now at last after 20 years a
Horophone has been found, is now the in a

The Tempus
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The Horophone

private collection. and will be fully covered in
the next issue of Jonathan Hill's Radio Radio.

By an extraordinary coincidence another
crystal set, the Tempus Time Signal Receiver
made specifically for the receptiOn of time
signals from the Eiffel Tower has also recently
been found and I will return to it in a moment.
in the meantime Dr D.J. Boullin, the Editor of
Radio Time has written most interestingly on
the newly found Horophone in the February
issue of the British Horological Institute
Journal and also in Radio Time Volume 7/1
and BVWS members are encouraged to read
this material. In a nutshell Dr Boullin through
conversation with the son of the original
owner is able to postulate that this particular
Horophone was actually used by Frank Hope-
Jones the inventor of the Synchronome Clock
System, as it was in use at his workshops in
Clerkenwell Road, London EC. Hope-Jones
was a seminal figure in the development of
time distribution and Chairman of the Wireless
Society of London. The HorOphone was his
own brand crystal set and manufactured for
the Synchronome Company. The instrument
is not typically English and would appear to
have been made in France. For instance the
detector is marked SGDG (Sans Garantie du
Gouvernement).

This article now places crystal sets such as
the Horophone and the Tempus in their histor-
ical context. Time signals transmitted by
wireless were originally used for the monitor-
ing of ships’ Chronometers and hence
improving the accuracy of navigation at sea.
An example in the Year Book hireless
Telegraphy and Telephony of 1918 provides
an account of the captain of a Dutch liner
informing his owners that he ‘gave the most
precise orders that the ship’s Chronometers
should be rigidly controlled by wireless time
signals daily provided through the long
distance stations at Paris and Washington.’
The co-ordination of time held by observato—
ries was also important. The reliability of

Figure 2: The Time signal chart
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Figure 1: The Tempus Instruction manual

detectors was as essential an operating criteri-
on  as sensitivity as far as ships were
concerned, and crystals with cats whiskers
although sensitive were not suitable in a
marine environment. Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company's magnetic detector first
developed in 1903 had been in continuous
use for about six years in ship's receivers
when the Time Signal Service started at the
Eiffel Tower on the initiative of General Ferrié
in 1909.

It is interesting that General Ferrié was in
charge of the French military telegraphic
service and not only instrumental in the time
signals from the Eiffel Tower but was also
responsible for the development by the
French of the triode valve (vacuum tube),
leading the way for European nations to
produce the triode for wartime purposes. In
this General Ferrié recognised the importance
of wireless in time co-ordination and naviga-
tion in military operations. No comparable
figure existed in the British military establish-
ment except perhaps Henry Jackson who as

y... ., The .—‘. Tempus " Time-Signal Receiver. Signal Charts.
0:: the two Charts below are shewn byrmesm of short and long strokes. themdots” and

“dashes" exactly as transmitted by the Eifiel Tower Whales Station. and exactly as heard in the
form of short and long "buzzes" in the telephones.
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Figure 3: The Marconi watch

captain of HMS Defiance first demonstrated
wireless communications in 1895 a year
before MarConi‘s historic patent.

Marconi's magnetic detector also formed part
of an instrument specifically made for detect-
ing time signals (The Marconi Special
Magnetic Receiver for Time Signals) and was
extensively advertised before and after the first
world war in connection with the Eiffel Tower.
It is mentioned by R D Bangay in his book
Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy
where he writes ‘Experience has shown that
the magnetic detector is quite the most
reliable and robust form of receiver invented.’
Of course crystal sets such as the Horophone
and the Tempus were manufactured outside
the requirements of the commercial and
military market place and were relatively
cheap since the domestic (let alone the
Clerkenwell watch trade) market would hardly
afford professional apparatus manufactured
by Marconi‘s and others.

The British, having proved the longitude
navigation method by detent chronometer,
established Greenwich as the zero meridian,
and world-wide use of the British Naval
Almanac, regarded electrical time keeping as
something outside orthodox horology. As
Hope—Jones wrote in his preface to the first
thorough book on the subject: Time and
Weather by Wireless by W G M Mitchell and
published by the wireless press in 1923 ‘The
average Englishman imagines that Greenwich
time comes from Greenwich. This book will
set him right. It used to but unfortunately this
country did not take the lead, did not take a
fair share, nor in fact any share at all in the
establishment of the International Service of
Wireless Time Signals in 1912. Hence the

Englishman who
regarded Greenwich
time as something
particularly British
has been getting it
from observatories
and countries of his
neighbours to an
increasing extent for
the last ten years.’
(i.e. since 1913)
Hope-Jones goes on
to say ‘Thanks to the
rhythmic signals or
time vernier of
General Ferrié their
observatories are
automatically pooled
and they all help
each other.’

In 1913 the existing
arrangements at the
Eiffel Tower for the
wireless transmis-
sion of time signals
were taken over by
the Bureau des
Longitude together
with a new interna-
tional time transmis-
sion code. Military
navigation was still
the key concern. A
point to remember is
that whilst the Eiffel
Tower could be

received by a crystal set such as the
Horophone post 1914-18 war, anyone serious-
ly concerned with the reliable reception would
use a one or two valve receiver. This way not
only could all European time transmissions be
received but even the high powered American
stations could be tuned in. As far as early
crystal sets in the pre-broadcasting period
were concerned it was perfectly normal for a
Paris coil to be provided and indeed many
crystal sets had Paris engraved as a switch
setting on their panels. The Horophone is
therefore not a unique crystal receiver for time
signals although of great interest through its
connection with Hope-Jones. Figure 1 shows
the cover illustration to a booklet of instruc-
tions provided with the Tempus Time Signal
Receiver. A British made crystal receiver
designed specifically for reception of signals
from the Eiffel Tower. In the illustration a
watchmaker is shown at his bench timing a
watch against time signals which are read in
conjunction with the chart shown in Figure 2
and provided by W.J. Badman 8: Co, the
manufacturer of the Tempus. Like the
Horophone the Tempus has a buzzer to help
select a sensitive spot on the crystal before
tuning in the signal.
In conclusion the automatic transmission of
time through coded signals was not the only
method used. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company had an instrument panel watch on
the market with a special dial for sending and
receiving time by wireless Morse code. Such
dials were in use as early as 1885 for Post
Office telegra‘phs, though not at first using
wireless telegraphy. The watch is shown in
Figure 3 and it can be seen that differentiation
is provided between night and day although a
twelve hour dial is used. Such a method of
assigning a time code in Morse would have
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enabled the rapid transmission and receipt of
time by an operator and established the
convention that the time given was pinpointed
by a final signal at the end of the message.
This is of course equivalent to the system
today in which the time is announced in
advance and the moment then pinpointed by
pips.

An article on Henry Jackson will appear in a
later issue of the Bulletin.

In addition to this article I have recently received a
small letter shedding even more light on time-
keeping by Wireless.

A predecessor to the
Horophone
by David J. Boullin— Editor of ‘Radio Time’

Following the recent discovery of an original
1913 ‘Horophone’, (Radio Time, volume 7/1,
issue 19, Spring 1996, pp 6/11; Horological
Journal, Vol 138/2, February, pp60, 1996),
developed to receive time signals from the
Eiffel Tower and the German station
Norddeich, another ‘time signal receiver” has
turned up, at least in print.

I always beleived that the ‘Horophone’ was
the first of the receivers, but this now appears
not to be the case.

I have just discovered an isolated advertise-
ment in the April 1913 issue of the Horological
Journal for such a receiver offered by A. H.
Ratliff of Coventry (above).

This name means nothing to me as a horolo-
gist, but possibly some of your readers will
know of his association with early Wireless.
This unique advertisment appeared three
months before the first advertisment for the
‘Horophone’ in the same publication.

Now, Frank Hope-Jones, the ‘inventor’ of the
‘Horophone’ had a reputation for purloining
others ideas and inventions and passing them
off as his own. Did he take up the proposal of
Ratliff’s ‘Agents Wanted’ mentioned in his
advert, and convert Ratliff’s very useful device,
and convert Ratliff’s receiver into 'the
Horophone.

There has been some recent comment that
the ‘Horophone was French in origin, which
would accord with the notion that Hope-
Jones might have taken up Ratliff’s very useful
device and made it his own.



larkffier continued from page 9

careful choice of filament and grid voltages, at
which point saturation is incomplete. Also, for
best results at low signal levels, the R02.
requires a small positive anode bias, but
Kirke's circuit does not include this bias.

Disadvantages of the Klrklfler

As Kirke acknowledges, the circuit of Fig. 3
loads the preceding RF stage to an extent
dependant partly on the anode slope
resistance. This loading can effect the lineari-
ty of the RF stage thereby causing distortion.

Fig. 4 Valve: Ediswan R02 Grid, +3OV Filament, 1.7V

and coupling condenser. The anode and grid
characteristics shown in Fig.4 provide the
basis for this circuit. As the grid current falls
linearly with rising anode voltage, then with
the anode biased at +1Volt, linear demodula-
tion occurs. Fig. 5 includes provision for
adjustment of the filament voltage and for the
anode bias. -

In Fig 3, the grid is assumed to be returned to
earth at carrier and audio frequencies by the
low internal resistance of the battery. However,
in this circuit, Fig 5, the grid is returned to

that many readers were pleased with it. Two of
the articles are by J English in which he
describes the basic circuit theory but he
acknowledged that the theory was
incomplete. Fig. 6 shows the Filadyne
detector used in a two valve ‘ home construc-
tors' article published in the Jan. 12th 1929
edition of PW. This recommends four valve
types for the circuit, including the 0E3 and
DER, all of which were obsolete by 1929 and
records that “most modern valves refused to
work at all". My ‘breadboard’ experiments
seem to confirm this statement and the follow-

ing section headed Filadyne
Circuit Theory describes how I

Fig. 5 RFC o.ooq believe it works when an ‘ideal’
300 Anode: Grid _ 000M.- AW Am valve is used.

—I to in .
A

I I ,Grid 1- Flladyne circuit theory
5. Grid 200 -j - - - - + .
current Refemng to Fig. 6, the arrange-
(”cm”) ‘1 —:—_— ments for biasing the grid and

100 37,27,“ + E anode are much the same as in
\ at R — the Kirkifier, but in this case,

H Anode T‘ ignoring L3 for the present, both
a j: - - grid and anode are returned to

0 012 I 0'6 I 110 I 1'4 118 T earth at carrier frequencies via

Anode Voltage f
Operating point

He describes various ways to minimise this
effect including the use of a neutralised low
impedance triode as an RF “driver” stage.

Advantages of the Klrklfler

The claim for low distortion over a wide
dynamic range is certainly upheld when the
correct valve operating conditions are
maintained and when driven from a low
impedance source. Another advantage stems
from the fact that, due to current saturation,
the grid and anode currents are virtually
independent of the grid bias voltage. This
limits feedback at audio frequencies, and the
risk of instability, when the grid bias is derived
from the same power source as the audio
output stage. Typically the grid would be
powered from a suitable tapping on the
receiver's HT battery.

The modlfled Kirklfler

In Bulletin 3/1 Ian Higginbottom described the
Marconiphone type 81 receiver first produced
in late 1925. This uses a detector similar to the
Kirkifier but with the demodulated audio taken
from the grid instead of the anode. The
detector is shown in Fig 5. In this case a
conventional intervalve transformer is used to
couple the audio to the following amplifier
stage, this being an alternative to an LP choke

C4

earth at carrier frequencies but free to vary at
audio frequencies.

It is strange that Kirke makes no mention of
this circuit in his articles despite the introduc-
tion of the Marconiphone 81 receiver some
three or four years earlier. At least he must
have been aware of it and at most he may be
its originator.

The Dynatron detector

With some triodes, (e.g. Cossor 220P), the
anode current starts to fall off as the anode
voltage is raised above -I- 11 Volts. If the circuit
of Fig. 3 is modified to provide anode bias at
this level the circuit will oscillate freely. With
the anode bias set just below the threshold for
oscillation the circuit behaves rather like a
conventional detector with reaction, but
without a reaction coil!

This negative resistance characteristic is
probably due to secondary emission of
electrons from the anode, a phenomenon
commonly described as the “Dynatron kink”
in tetrode valves. In this circuit the control grid,
being at a higher voltage than the anode,
functions rather like the screen grid in a
tetrode.

There seems no evidence that this circuit was
ever used in receiver design, and
this is hardly surprising as negative

Fig. 6 o.ootuF

I
C1
0.0005UF

Carrier
input

to Audio Amp.
resistance was not a controlled
parameter in conventional valves,
bUt with the right triode it works very
well even as a single valve receiver.

The Flladyne detector

This circuit was first published by its
inventor, Mr GV Dowding, in the July
10th 1926 edition of Popular
Wireless; he was its technical editor
at that time. At least twelve further
articles concerning its development
and application were published

,
l l

l l
l l

l
+

over the following three years by
various authors and it would appear
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decoupling capacitors 02, C3
and C4. Two identical coils, L1
and L2, allow the modulated
carrier to be applied equally to

both terminals of athe filament while simulta-
neously providing a path for the filament
heating current. To this end the two coils are
wound adjacent to one another on the same
former, and consequently are so tightly
coupled that they effectively act as one coil
which resonates with C1 to form a conven-
tional parallel tuned circuit. The coil L3,
carrying the the anode current, is smaller than
L1 and L2 and is only loosely coupled to them.

The circuit shows that, as far as the valve is
concerned, the carrier voltage between the
anode and the filament is exactly the same as
that between grid and filament, assuming zero
voltage across L3. This is quite different from
the Kirkifier circuits where the grid is 'retumed
to the filament at carrier frequencies.

The ideal valve for this circuit should have
characteristics similar to those in Fig.4. The
anode should have a steep positive constant
slope with a well defined ‘knee' at the lower
end and the grid curve should be the exact
inverse of the anode making the sum of the
anode and grid currents constant. As the
anode and grid are both returned to earth at
carrier frequencies, then the electron path
through the valve is effectively in parallel with
L1 and L2. Therefore, looking in at the carrier
input terminals, as the current drawn by the
ideal valve is constant, the valve dissipates no
energy at the carrier frequency. The only
energy dissipated is that arising from losses in
the components of the tuned circuit.

In order to provide the required rectifying
function the anode bias must be Set to the
knee of the anode (and grid) characteristics
so that the change of grid current which
occurs on the negative half cycles of the
received carrier will represent the magnitude
of the received carrier. Even when biased thus
the valve still presents a high impedance
acroSs the tuned circuit thus preserving its
inherent selectivity.

Now for L3. As the anode has a reasonably
low slope resistance (25 k5) approx.in Fig. 4)
and the anode current is changing at carrier

Kirkr'fier continued on page 28



It must be hard living next door to a legend.
This has been the sad fate of the Ekco A 23: in
the world of vintage wireless, it’s just one
number away from immortality. You must have
heard it: “Oh,. ..right, an A 23. You know, for a
moment, I thought you were talking about an
A 22. The A 23... oh, that...” The poor thing
must by now be quite crestiallen, finding itself
constantly .in the circular shadow of that
darling of countless television antiques
programmes, the roundy-round A 22.

The A 23 has hence never quite had its due -
, at one time it was even dismissively (and

mistakenly) regarded as a handy source of
spare knobs for its rotund and highly-collec-
table brother. But this model has a clear style
of its own, as well as a welcome family
resemblance to the three-figure-ticket Deco-
Bako Ekcos of the thirties, notably the UAW 78
(see fig. 565 in the Good Book), from which it
inherits those curvy side protuberances.

Not a Round Number — The Ekco A 23
by John Ounsted
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On the technical side, these receivers offer a
full five-valve chassis, unlike the A 22, whose
simpler circuit bears a suspicious similarity to
the little white«fronted transportable U 29, and
where an EBC 33 seems to have gone AWOLI
The A 23, together with its AC/DC variant the
U 49, also dared to revive push-button tuning
(albeit for a modest five stations) in a new are
otherwise dominated by austerity “no frills'
sets, either receiver makes a good ekconomi-
cal (sorry) choice for the post-war collector
seeking a big bakelite beast for under £75.
Let’s take a closer look at them.

First Impressions - Outside the receiver

As we have already seen, the Ekco’s exterior
hints at its pedigree. No-one is clear exactly
who styled it, but it embodies a refashioning
of a number of recognisable pre-war Ekco
motifs. Perhaps slightly passé, even for ‘46, it
looks older than it really is, at first glance
anyway. (Ironically an advantage for a vintage
wireless!) Only those white-striated speaker
grille bars place it decisively in the late forties.
But what of it? Many other respectable, collec-
table Brit-sets of this period also delved freely
into the style stockpile — our friend the DAC

10, for instance,'whose ‘ribbed’ appearance
recalled American radios ten years its senior.

The A 23's front panel layout allows a relative-
ly generous area for the rotary controls,
pushbuttons, and tuning-scale. One’s eyes
(and fingers) are immediately drawn to the
'endearingly oversized volume and tuning
knobs which lend these receivers an almost
cartoon-like quality. They don’t quite achieve
the anthropomorphic appeal of the pre-war
Ekcos, but it’s possible, with a bit of an effort,
to see these knobs as two staring eyes, with
the pushbutton bank as a mouth beneath, just
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like a ‘talking’ radio in an old cartoon. By
contrast, the tuning-scale is a conventional, '
prosaic three-band job, but intriguingly offers
"Television Sound" at the low end of SW.
Different fabricators were employed to
manufacture the A 23 and U 49 scales. Hence
the two glasses differ noticeably from each
other, with the latter much more robustly
screened than the former, although bearing
identical legend.

As with all pushbutton sets, there’s the fun of
trying to guess where the automatic tuning
adjustments are secreted. In this case it’s
fairly obvious, they're hiding beneath that
detachable escutcheon through which the
pushbuttons project. This little compartment is
also home to an MES bulb on the AC model
which illuminates when the buttons are in use
to back-light the white station—labels.

The speaker grille seems rather upstaged by
all these other visual elements, as if the
loudspeaker was something of an
afterthought, rather than an essential. If one
has a criticism, it would be that the left and
right-hand-sides of the front panel seem a
trifle out of balance- the speaker grille should
be square rather than rectangular.

Inside the set

The Ekco’s control knobs and scale are
placed quite high up on the front panel. This
calls for the works to be correspondingly
‘jacked-up’ in mid-air on two rectangular
frames of stout steel bars. The centre of
gravity of the resulting chassis therefore rides
higher than for a more conventional flat
arrangement. Despite the cabinet’s outer
charms, the bakelite is fairly thin, with a large
flat minimally-reinforced top. It’s best not to

stand objects (such as other receivers) on the
top of this set, or, for that matter, to turn it on
its side with that great lump of a chassis still
hanging on to the base. Both actions could
cause damage.

The chassis’ height does, however, have its
compensations; it's even possible to do
repairs below decks without removing it from
the case, and ventilation is likely to be
enhanced. 0n deck, the major components
look orderly and neat, but beneath, things are

- not quite as attractive, with a certain amount of
'layering’ making it awkward to get the iron to
some parts, without melting others. As with
many middle-ranking forties sets, there are
numerous wax-paper horrors to be summarily
retired, some, in the U 49, fitted directly across
the mains. More on this later. There’s also the
added worry of rubber-covered wiring. This
can easily be tested using the finger-twist
technique- with the radio switched off, of
course! As a partial recompense, all aerial and
oscillator adjustments are neatly and logically
grouped beneath a detachable paxolin cover,
presumably put there to deter the kitchen-
table boys!

Like a number of their stablemates, these
modelsfeature an entirely wire-driven tuning
mechanism- there are no conventional cords
to slip or break. The tuning knob is arranged
to rotate the outer edge of a paxolin disc,
which forms part of a reduction drive to gear
down the rotation of the knob. It also serves to
prevent damage when the tuning hits an end-
stop. Luckily, all this is reliable, but it does
seem to impede rapid movement between
stations, as we shall see later.

Finally, in both models the speaker sports one
of those draw-string protective dust-bag

L20
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affairs. This is a sensible provision, since the
cone lacks the usual felt cover over its voice-
coil gap, and is hence vulnerable to the
ingress of dirt.

Servicing / Restoration Hints
(i) The Red Brigade « Binodes and Pentones

The valves in these receivers maintain their
emission pretty well. They are, however, prone
to other problems which are luckily curable by
external repair work. A classic problem with
the EF 39 (and a number of its pre-war
counterparts) is poor electrical contact to the
metallization on the glass envelope. For the
uninitiated, the E/CCH 35, EF 39 and E30 33
were all treated to an electrically-conductive
coating intended to act as an earthed screen,
and sprayed onto their glass bulbs during
manufacture. (It also gave them a handsome
red appearance, this being the colour of the
matrix chosen for the conductive material).
Contact is made to this coating at the bottom
of the bulb, just above the junction with the
valve-base, by means of a thin wire which
encircles the bulb, usually once only, and is
connected to pin 1 of the base. Frequently, the
adhesive bond between bulb and base
breaks, allowing the two to twist slightly
relative to each other. This looseness- may
cause the contact between wire and metalliza-
tion to become intermittent, and IF instability
may result, in the case of the EF 39, causing
either out-and-out oscillation, or a weird
'phasey’ sound quality, as if a seashell were
being slowlypressed against one ear.

To remedy the problem, the wire can be gently
unwrapped from the. bulb and scraped with a
knife to improve contact. Some of the red
coating may come off with the wire, but
hopefully not too much. If most of it is still
firmly adherent to the envelope, then one can
gently rub its surface with fine emery paper
(or, better, one of those abrasive rubbers used
for cleaning printed-circuit tracks) to produce
a clean area. The wire may then be length-
ened if necessary and wrapped anew around
this prepared area. A twist can be incorporat-
ed to pull the wire tight.

In some sad cases, large portions of the
coating may have flaked off, revealing the
glass beneath. It has also been known for a
coating, apparently all present and correct, to
lose its conductivity. Both these troubles can
be remedied by renewing the metallization,
using a small phial of conductive paint. This
may be obtained from the larger component
suppliers or from motor factors, where it is
sometimes sold for repairs to car heated rear
screens. Unfortunately, the only colour
available is silver, and so, for completeness,
the valve must finally be masked and sprayed
with an appropriate red car paint, to restore
the correct colour. (Incidentally, ordinary so-
called metallic car paint won’t work as
metallization, it doesn’t seem to conduct!) A
cheaper alternative to all this is to wrap the
bulb in adhesive copper tape, or even tin foil
from the kitchen, if this is tolerable visually.

A further weakness of all three small-signal
valves is dry-jointed top-caps; fifty years of
temperature-cycling produces solder that is
hardly conductive at all. It's best to quickly re-
blob all the top-caps with fresh solder. This
may well banish intermittent hums or loss of
gain without any probing beneath the chassis.
Check the cap connectors for similar
problems.

continued on next page



Moving on to the remaining Valves, the CL 33
fitted to the U 49 may exhibit time-delayed
distortion and/or microphony, both these
being symptoms of grid-emission, assuming,
of course, that the coupling capacitor has
been exonerated. The EL 33 is much less
prone to this vice. The CY 31 ’s fabled boost-
diode-like warm-up time has been noted
elsewhere. A new or ‘low-mileage’ example
takes about fifty seconds to heat to emission;
an older one may need an additional ten

.seconds or so. This is quite normal with this
valve, which is reliable and seldom prone to
cathode flaking.

(ll) Waxing and Waning

O.K., lets assume we’ve remedied any valve
problems and quickly scan the rest of the
receiver for likely trouble-spots. All
component references are to the diagram
shown on the previous page, which is for the
A 23. The U 49 differs only in its mains
dropper, series-connected heaters, different
dial-light arrangements, and a few other
changes.

tracking and breaking down to adjacent
' earthed metalwork; this was painlessly cured

by moving the switch in the circuit, so that it
was operating ‘under’ R9, and hence running
at a lower potential. Staying in the same area,
R10 is prone to change value and this, in the
extreme, might be enough to stop the oscilla-
tor, resulting in no signals, probably first on
LW. R9 may similarly go ‘high’, but this would
affect SW only.

it’s nice to record that the neatly-grouped (but
untidily-wired) aerial and oscillator coilpacks
don’t seem to give much trouble. You may
find, though, that the set’s sensitivity can be
optimised by (a) always doing the final RF
trimming on the aerial that will actually be
used with the set and (b) using an earth. This
seems to help weak-station reception.

Later in the circuit, R24, of all components,
was found to have sailed up to about 8 megs
in one of the author’s radios, resulting in
excessive AGO potential, and hence, too little
gain once the delay threshold had been
reached. Replacing it restored much more

Both types are available in reasonably
‘sympathetic’ colours.

.Ekco Soundings- The set In Action

Having dutifully carried out all this restoration
work, let’s wrap our fingers around that
beautifully sculptured on/off volume knob and
switch the set on. We’ll be lazy and select
‘automatic’ tuning by turning the waveband
control to its fourth (white) position. On the
A23, this action simultaneously extinguishes
the main tuning scale and illuminates the
pushbutton back-light. All commendably
logical~ we the punters can then easily see
whether manual or automatic tuning is in use,
and are unlikely to press a non- functioning
button, or accidentally twiddle the main tuning
with the set on auto. 0n the U 49, however, the
electrical design of the receiver precludes the
use of two alternate bulbs, and so the main
scale stays distractingly lit even on button
tuning. Pity; it also ‘blinks’ momentarily when
you whisk the main tuning past a loud local
station, which can be disconcerting.

The tall chassis of the A23

Throughout the circuit, the presence of nearly
a dozen fifty-year-old wax-paper condensers
is hardly a recipe for reliability, and i would
recommend replacing them all before power
is applied. Especially worrying in this connec-
tion are C43 and C44 fitted on the universal
model, which, as previously noted, are
straight across the mains. These do form a
useful interference-rejecting filter (working in
conjunction with L21 and L22) and should be
replaced with modern components. Only
slightly less potentially pyrotechnic is 012, (or
C15 as it’s called on the U 49), a 0.1 uF
capacitor intended as an RF bypass and
slapped bang (and that’s the right word)
across the HT line. I wouldn’t leave this one
where it is! 036 (039), the output pentode
tone-corrector, also leads a perilous
existence, with about 200 volts across it, and
is yet another candidate for early retirement to
the waxworks museum!

(Iii) Further Trouble Spots

Starting from the front-end, the rotary
waveband and pushbutton switches will
benefit from dusting and then cleaning with a
cotton bud soaked in WD 40. On one of the
author’s examples the switch contacts of S31,
some of which have full HT on them, were

The universal chassis of the chassis of the U49

natural AGC action.

Turning now to the AF stages, one receiver
was troubled by an intermittent o/c connec-
tion in 031 (034 on U49), which caused the
signal to out out abruptly on soft passages,
only to return when a sufficiently strong sound
was able to ‘blast’ its way through and restore
contact in the faulty component. In addition,
the A-23 is fitted with a potential divider, R27
and R28, which feeds the screen grid of the
EL 33. It also passes HT to the top of the triode
anode load, and is supposed to be decoupled
by 035, a 4 UP electrolytic. As I expect you’ve
guessed, this component can go o/c produc-
ing, not hum in this case, but a noticeable lack
of bass, owing to an unofficial negative
feedback loop being formed from the screen-
grid to the triode anode. Both cathode
decouplers 029 and 037 (032 and 040 on
U49) might produce similar symptoms were
they to go o/c, but these were well-behaved in
the author’s receivers, likewise R30 the
pentode cathode bias resistor.

Any dodgy-looking rubber wire can be
replaced by its modern p.v.c. equivalent, with
the exception of the dropper wires on the U49.
Here, p.t.f.e covered wire is recommended, in
view of the heat and voltage; it will not melt,
even if a soldering iron is pressed against it!
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Anyhow, back to the buttons. These allow
selection of three MW stations and two LW,
although it’s possible to alter this to a more
preferable four MW, one LW. Effective AGC
action holds the volume level reasonably
constant as we zap from station to station, but
it can hardly be expected to cope with the
widely-differing depths of modulation that are
a feature of modern broadcasting. Whatever
the received signal strength Radio 4 will
always seem quiet and demure after the rude
and raucous sounds of your local lBA pop
station. You may need to keep one hand on
the volume when ‘channel- surfing’.

Clicking over to the three ‘manual’ bands, the
shortcomings of the aforementioned wire-
drive tuning are immediately apparent; the
lack of flywheel or two-speed tuning- standard
equipment in many of the Ekco’s rivals- is
tiresome and finally exasperating. The
reduction gearing only accentuates the
ponderous slowness of the cursor, especially
on SW. It’s quite probable that these radios
spent most of their careers firmly switched to
‘auto’, their disgruntled owners having worn
their fingers to the bone with an eternity of _
knob-twiddling.

Station-getting ability is about average for a
set of this class and vintage, with Long-Wave



making a surprisingly good showing, even on a short aerial. Sound
quality, too, is acceptable rather than outstandirig- the bass is articulate,
but the top lacks crispness. These receivers are sonically outclassed by
contemporaries like the Bi-focal tone Bushes and the Baffle-board
Murphys, many of which had the good sense to specify Celestion
speakers. The A 23’s four—position tone-switch produces decidedly
soggy sound unless hard over clockwise. Unlike say Pye rivals, it is
unable to cut the bass or otherwise produce any interesting or attractive
variations in tone. It is resolutely kept fully clockwise on the author’s sets.
There’s also a mysterious difference in audio gain between the AC and
universal models: On the former, the volume has to be well advanced to
set a'normal listening level, whereas on the latter, just a touch on the
control will easily fill the room with sound.

MarconiMysterycontinuedfrompage 11

Taking it that Gay-Balmaz at the age of 80
‘might not have remembered dates too clearly,
let us turn to 1896 as indeed the plaque says.
Marconi and his mother came to England in
February of that year. Again the next few
months were a very busy period for him,
rebuilding his equipment which had been
seriously damaged by rough handling on the
part of Customs officers, drawing up his first
patent application to ensure his developments
were protected, and giving initial demonstra-
tions to the Post Office in July. At the
beginning of September he gave further and
more elaborate demonstrations on Salisbury
Plain, achieving a range of one and three—
quarter miles. Looking now at 1895, it is
interesting that the experiments described by
Gay-Balmaz were virtually identical to those
affected by Marconi in the grounds of his
home at the Villa Grifone in 1895, the only
noticeable difference being the use of flags by
Gay-Balmaz to indicate reception, rather than
the gun-shots (as well as flags) used at the
Villa. It was in 1895 that Marconi progressed
from transmitting over a few yards in his attic
workshop to outdoor tests in the surrounding
grounds, by September achieving a range of
a mile and a half after discovering the benefit

Wireless i n  a
nutsheH
World’3 greatest wonder exphined
from Tit-Bits Weekly - 1922: Collected by Stanley
Gaspard 63XON

You can understand the whole working of
wireless by means of a simple experiment with
two corks floating at opposite ends of your
bath. Touch one of them with your finger. It
bobs up and down a few times, and as it does
so ripples, or small waves, begin to course
outwards from it in all directions. The next
second, cork number two bobs up and down
in exactly the same way as number one did.

The waves set up by the actions of the first
cork have reached it and caused it to make
similar movements. Now imagine a long bath,
at each end of it is a person provided with a
floating cork, whilst a partition prevents them
from seeing each ether. The two can easily
arrange a code of signals made from the
bobbing of the corks, for each person knows
he can make the other man’s cork behave
exactly as his own does.

In the case of the two corks the signals are
transmitted by small visible waves which pass
through the water. They do not travel at a

of elevated aerials. These outdoor trials took
place throughout the Summer, Marconi
working on them with pretty relentless dedica-
tion. By the Autumn he felt he had a sufficient-
ly promising system to seek sponsorship from
the ltalian Government, which however was
not forthcoming at that time.

For the sake of completeness I should
mention that in the Summer of 1894 Marconi
was on holiday at Biellese in the ltalian alps. It
was there that he first read about Hertz's work
and conceived the idea that Hertzian waves
could be used for wireless telegraphy; but of
course he did not start experimenting until he
returned to the Villa Grifone in the Autumn.

So consideration of these possible dates
brings up another puzzle, in that all three
years 1895, 1896 and 1897 were very busy
times for Marconi and it seems hard to believe
that he would have taken time off for a two and
a halts months' visit to Salvan during any of
the three Summer seasons. On the other
hand, Max de Henseler's researches find local
records suggesting that Marconi, accompa-
nied by his elder brother Alfonso for part of the
time, undertook the visit to the mountains for

great rate, and the eye can follow their
movements quite easily. Just the same except

_that the waves are bigger and quicker,
happens in wireless. The man who is sending
either morse signals or actual words through
the wireless telephone causes his transmitter
to send out trains of waves which agitate not
water, or even air, but an invisible medium
known as ether, which exists everywhere.

To do this he uses an instrument which
conveys groups of waves to a high wire,
called the aerial. The aerial is his cork. It bobs
up and down as the waves reach it, and in
doing so sends them out far and wide in every
direction.

The man who is receiving the message must
also have an aerial, which is suspended in the
ether, just as the cork is suspended in water,
and receives a slight jolt every time a wave
reaches it from the transmitting station. Each
jolt corresponds to one thrown out by the
sender, and the result is that the two wires,
even if they are thousands of miles apart,
vibrate in unison.

Wireless waves are so huge and so rapid that
they have no effect upon the eye or the ear.
Every wire that is stretched in the air is vibrat-
ing day and night in response to wireless
signals, but you cannot receive the signals
unless you have some device that will reduce
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In short then, these two sets offer acceptable technical performance, but
really stand or fall on their quirky looks; they embody-post war attempts
at revamping thirties style hits, and, like the A 22, they consolidated,
rather than innovated, by refashioning elements from past glories. Love
'em or hate ‘em, these were the last of the wilful, whimsical Ekcos. Their
later-forties successors, like the worthy but dull A52 and its ilk, had the
same knobs, but none of the o ld eccentricity. Indeed, one would be hard
pushed to think of one striking-looking Ekco radio from the fifties. Sure,
the new rectilinear minimalism had its moments, like the A 147 ‘Festival’
of 1951, or the boxy and austere FM-only A 274 from 1956. Compared to
these efforts, the dear old A 23 may not have been round, but it wasn’t
exactly square either!

health reasons.

From the description of the Salvan experi-
ments and the fact that Marconi could have
been free to take time off had he so wished, it
seems that 1895 is the most likely year in
which a visit might have taken place. But in
that case another inconsistency arises
because Gay-Balmaz would then have been
only ten years old, rather than eleven or twelve
as he states.

A cynical view could suggest that Gay-
Balmaz, on whose evidence everything rests.
made up the Mole story in earlier years to
impress his Italian wife who came from the
Florence region not far from the Marconi
family home, and who was very possibly a fan
of her then famous countryman. Some of the
details in the recorded account certainly ring
true, but information about Marconi's early
experiments at the Villa Grifone would have
become widely known by the time of Gay-
Balmaz‘s marriage.

So what's the'answer? Must the Salvan plaque
remain a mystery? ‘ -

these vast waves to something that the ear
can take in.

The strength of the wireless waves is less than
a millionth of the power that works that works
an ordinary electric bell. A butterfly’s wings
make a thousand times more noise than those
wonderful waves as they pass through the air!

The wireless receiver is so delicate that even
this tiny amount of power causes it to vibrate.
And it is so arranged that it can receive
wireless waves surging up and down perhaps
3000.000 times a second, and reduce their
speed until they come within reach of the
human ear, which is insensible to vibrations
more rapid than 15, 000 a second.

The speed reducer may take the form of a
hard piece of crystal, or of a wonderful electric
valve. This valve can also be used to magnify
sounds of any kind to many thousand times
their real loudness.

In the wireless telephone the vibrations set up
by the speaker’s voice are transformed at the .
transmitting end. Their short, slow moving
waves are turned into long ones of enormous
rapidity, which are cast abroad from the aerial.
At the receiving end they are reconvened, so
that when they pass into the ‘phones they
reproduce exactly the sounds made by the
senden

I



Marconi Centenary 1996

1922 Maicnni Scientific Instrument Co. Three-valve cabinet set using OX and two V24'vaiives. Ihe’fi'ormai Se? is a M but this one is a reflex and is the only one known to exist.
I
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A: Marconi‘s Wireless Telegraph Co. of
America. Type 106 crystal receiver: This was
the most popular of the American Marconi
sets, being introduced in 1915 and continu-
ing in production until 1919 when Marconis
of America were taken over by RCA, who
continued to manufacture it, in a modified
form, into the twenties. This particular receiv-
er is dated 1919 and has been converted by
RCA to 1060 specification.

8: Marconr‘s Wireless Telegraph Co. of
America. Audion Control Box Type 463,
dated 1919, using Marconi VT valve. The
exact use of this detector is uncertain over
here, but it may have been used with the
106D before the General Electric AD-1527
was introduced, or perhaps made for the
Navy Department to use with their CM-294
short wave receiver, as it would have been
compatible with their SE-1071 Audion
Control Box in use at that time. Can any of
our knowledgeable American members
throw any light on this ?

C: 1914 Type 16 Balanced Crystal Receiver:
This was the standard receiver for the 5kw
installations for large ships and land
stations.

D: 1908 United Wireless Telegraph Co. Type
D Crystal Receiver. This was the Company's
standard receiver for marine and land
stations up to its take-over by the American
Marconi Co. in 1912. Marconi slightly
modified these receivers, which continued
in use up to the start of World War I. This
particular unmodified example is interesting
because it still carries the original United
Wireless identification plate, and not the
Marconi one.

E: The well-known 10—inch induction coil, as
used by Marconi in his earliest experiments
and continued to be carried on some elderly
vessels as an emergency transmitter right
into World War It.
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Above: Portable wavemeter as used in most installations
from 1906.

Above right. 1914 “Flexible" Receiver. Twin crystals, not
balanced, with provision for connecting a magnetic
detector. The name is derived from the fact that at the start
of World War l there was a serious need for a small
portable receiver. Everybody used it: the Army in their
portable field station, at sea with the half kilowatt cabinet
set and, as the advertisements said, ‘ideal for private
yachts and home installations.’

Right: 1907 Plain Tuner, used with the magnetic detector.
This is similar to the well-known Multiple Tuner; but has no
intermediate tuning circuit. It was mostly used in the ships’
half kilowatt installations in cargo vessels where space
was a consideration.

Below: Canadian Marconi MST tuner of 1918, used with
the MSA 3-valve detector-amplifier. This example is shown
as a contrast in design and is in fact a later MST2 dated
1923.

Below right: An original Marconi Coherer. This was used
with the standard receiving equipment from 1898 to 1905.
This example is unused and in its original transit tin.
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The birth pains of radio...........,.
This article is based on a lecture given by the author at the 'lntemational Conference of 100 Years of Radio at the fEE, Sept 1995’.

It is quite clear that radio, however it is defined,
has been with us for about a century. But, like
many grand old centenarians, there i s -
perhaps a little doubt about the timing of the
moment of its birth. Such doubts may not be
very surprising. New technologies often do not
have precise birth dates; they evolve into
existence out of the interplay between need
and the devices created to fill the need.
Delayed births can occur due to the slow
appreciation of how new scientific principles

century

or discoveries may contribute to existing
needs.

In the case of radio, difficulties may arise if we
do not define the word carefully. The word
radio, usually as an epithet, may simply mean
that part of the electromagnetic spectrum
spectacularly revealed by Heinrich Hertz in
1888. It may also mean apparatus which can
be used for what is nowadays called radio
communication. But these valid uses of the
word do not convey the intent of the title of this
article.

By radio we here mean the transmission and
reception of intelligence using a well defined
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
without the use of connecting wires between
transmitter and receiver. In the earliest forms of
radio, Morse telegraphy alone was used to
convey the intelligence and the defined
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum was
frequently referred to as Hertzian waves.
Hence it is cempletely in keeping with the
technology of 100 years ago to reduce the
above definition to the phrase Hertzian wave
wireless telegraphy and abbreviate it to HWT.
Thus radio was born when HWT came into
existence unequivocally

When it arrived, the new technology of HWT
brought together the well developed nearly
sixty year old technology of electrical telegra-
phy and the incredible scientific achievement
of Heinrich Hertz.

By the time Hertz was confidently demonstrat-
ing the transmission and reception of electro-
magnetic radiation over distances of twenty or
thirty wavelengths in 1888, electrical telegra-
phy was a fully developed technology with

Fig 2 The apparatus with which Her& first
established an equivalence between dielectric
effects and those produced by currents in conduc-
tors. This experiment provided the first experimental
evidence for Maxwell‘s displacement current.

wires stretching across the continents and
oceans of the world (Fig.1).

From the mid-nineteenth century, there was a
fringe interest in telegraphy without wires.
Such men as Morse (1842), Lindsay (1853)
and Preece (1882) used the conductive
properties of the earth and the waters of rivers
and estuaries (1). Thus wireless telegraphy
emerged as a proto-technology which
occasionally filled a real need and thereby
qualified as a true technological development.
Primitive pre-Hertzian wireless telegraphy
arose out of the highly specialised local need
to continue an existing telegraphic service
after a cable failure had occurred. This small
but important need found a primitive solution
from which the notion of wireless telegraphy
grew steadily. Its very existence prompted
much speculation, the further recognition of
need and the frustration that came from the
inadequacy of the technology.

The use of electromagnetic induction to
achieve practical wireless telegraphy was
introduced by Preece from about 1885 (2) and
heralded an important move away from the
earlier purely conductive methods. Inductive
methods were relentlessly pursued to the end
of the century, well after the application of
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Hertzian waves to wireless telegraphy.
However, the technique had severe limitations
that would make it useless where the need
was greatest, for communication between
ships at sea.

Around the coasts of England, numerous
shipping disasters occurred and many of them
could have been rendered less severe had
wireless communication been possible, often
across quite short distances. A lighthouse
keeper might watch a foundering ship and be
quite helpless without any means of summon-
ing assistance from the mainland. Electrical
cables were often unsustainable in the
turbulent seas between the mainland and the
rocks where lighthouses were perched. The
need for wireless communication was fully
recognised and had burgeoned into one of
considerable urgency probably in proportion
to the advances made in wired telegraphy. All
that had happened so far was to identify a real
problem without any real practical solution
from the proto-technologies of conductive or
inductive wireless telegraphy. When Hertz
completed his impressive work in Germany in
1888, the germ of a solution was at hand.

Hertz’s contribution to fundamental physics
was quite astounding. All the hard thinking of
James Clerk Maxwell and the deep theoretical
work of Hertz himself was vindicated the
moment Hertz was able to announce his
observations of the dielectric polarizations in
insulating media referred to by Maxwell. He
did this with a most ingenious experiment in
1887, ‘On Electromagnetic Effects Produced
by Electrical Disturbances in lnsulators’ (3).
This experiment demonstrated that electro-
magnetic disturbances created polarisations
in non conductors which could be observed
by the same measurable effects as occurred
in the vicinity of conductors (Fig.2). His results
gave credence to Maxwell's controversial
displacement current and provided the first
experimental validation of Maxwell's
equations. However, Maxwell’s complete
vindication occurred only when Hertz further
demonstrated that electromagnetic distur-
bances were propagated through space at a
speed close to that of light. Hertz
accomplished this task early in 1888 using a
brilliantly designed vector comparator method
in his experiment entitled, ‘On the Finite
Velocity of Propagation of Electromagnetic
Actions” (4). This experiment could only have
been understood by those already steeped in
Hertz's previous work and Maxwell's ideas. By
itself, it would not have created the stir we
normally associate with the work of Hertz for
the waves were still confined to the surfaces of
conductors. However, a few days afterwards,
Hertz published his seminal paper ‘On
Electromagnetic Waves in Air and their
Reflection” in which he projected his waves
freely across space (5). Throughout 1888 he
developed his most advanced system of
apparatus with which he showed that electro-
magnetic waves obeyed the optical laws of
reflection, refraction and polarisation and he
published his results early in 1889 under the
title, ‘On Electric Radiation’ (6) (Figs 3 and 4).
Hertz's quite extraordinary experimental
achievement constitutes what I believe to be
the most vivid of all experimental vindications
of a theoretical body of knowledge in the
entire history of physics. At a stroke, all other
competing theories of electricitynmust either
be abandoned or modified and absorbed
within the firm body of knowledge prepared by
Maxwell.

continues on next page



Hertzian waves were a reality. They were
easily produced with a spark discharge at the
centre of a half-wave dipole (Fig.5). They were
easily detected by a micrometer spark gap in
a resonant loop (Fig.6) . However, those who
have tried repeating Hertz's experiments will
know only too well the enormous difficulties
Hertz experienced throughout his work with '
spark generators and resonant loop
receivers. Successful transmission could only
be achieved by frequently renewing the
adjustments and polish of his sparking
spheres to produce just the right crackle that
he learned to associate with good radiation.
Successful reception could only be achieved
with extreme perseverance. Hertz measured
the strength of the received signals by observ-
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Communication and we must be content with
marking the occasion as the birth of only the
pre-history of radio.

Technologies often have a recognised pre-
history when it is possible to say, usually in
retrospect, that the move towards a new
technology began here and progressed, or
waited without further progression, over a well
defined period before the full realisation of its
potential. The pre-history commences when
the tools and the principles are established.
Hertz‘s work marks the origin of a pre-history
which is demonstrably continuous with the
later phases of the development of radio
communication.

Herlz‘s equipment in all its scientific sophisti-

Fig 3 Hertz’s original drawing of the complete system of apparatus he develcped in 1888 and which he
published under the title 'On Electric Radiation' in 1889. Note that, in this illustration, the transmitter and receiver
dipoles are mounted behind the support strut where they are correctly located on the focal line of the parabolic
reflectors. They were later moved to the front of the struts, probably by a museum curator, to make them more
visible and where they remain to this day, see fig 4.

ing tiny sparks with a simple microscope and
noting their brightness and length. With a key
in the primary circuit of a spark coil, he operat-
ed a system which clearly demonstrated the
transmission and reception of electromagnet-
ic wave pulses. Hertz had opened up the
whole subject of physics to the thoughts of
Maxwell and exposed what we now call the
radio portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. He had provided a totally new set
of measuring equipment which, without any
alteration, was also capable of demonstrating
a new system of wireless telegraphy.
Although Hertz never so used his equipment,
it was undoubtedly the germ of the future
technology of HWT and the more distant
technology of global radio communication.

Do these clear publications of 1888 qualify as
announcements of the birth of radio in any
recognisable sense? Here was the required
portion of the spectrum thoroUghly investigat-
ed and theoretically understood and to which,
today, we attach the name radio. With Hertz's
waves came a completely novel set of
equipment to which all future systems of
wireless telegraphy would be able to trace
their origins. Although the scene was fully
prepared, Hertz did not use his weak and
strong, short and long pulses for telegraphic

cation and technological crudity was fully
capable of being used to convert his simple
measurable signals of long and short duration
into intelligent information from 1888
Onwards. But a similar situation had occurred
nine years earlier.

In 1879, while trying to track down the
wayward behaviour of a dirty joint, David
Hughes had performed a truly remarkable
demonstration (7) of transmitting and detect-
ing a series of recognised pulses of electro-
magnetic radiation over a distance of some
450 metres along Great Portland Street in
London (Fig.7). He was not at all sure of the
scientific nature of his observation but he
recognised it as a new phenomenon. He
called in a most impressive list of colleagues
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from the Royal Society to witness the event
and he sought their help in explaining it. To
the eternal shame of the Royal Society, it was
all explained away as probably due to the well
known effects of Faraday’s laws of electro-
magnetic induction. Of course we now know
that Hughes was using the as yet undiscov-
ered Hertzian waves, the radio portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum, and we are
acutely aware that he was using a microphon-
ic detector device which may have functioned
like a self-restoring coherer or, possibly, in a
manner closely resembling the rectifying
action of crystal detectors which came into
use in 1906. We also believe that he used, but
abandoned, a filings tube detector not unlike
Lodge's of 1894 and that he used a mercury
and iron detector not unlike the so-called
ltalian Navy detector of 1899. Hughes himself
thought he had hit on a new form of "conduc-
tion through the air” and much has been
made of this as a valid reason for the leamed
men to (correctly) pronounce Hughes wrong.

But Hughes was right. This was a new
phenomenon and, in the terminology of the
time, air conduction (which became “aerial
electric waves” in his 1899 recollections) was
not an unreasonable description. The Royal
Society experts were wrong - it was not attrib-
utable to the known laws of electromagnetic
induction. Here was evidence of Maxwell's
displacement current loud and clear and it
was certainly not inappropriate for Hughes to
refer to it as air conduction whatever that
phrase might have conjured up in the minds
of his contemporaries. Hughes was a man of
invention and imagination. His Royal Society
visitors were unimaginative and not well
acquainted with the ideas of Maxwell - whose
scientific papers had been in circulation for
fifteen years since 1864. There were three
visits from Royal Society “experts” all equally
disappointing. The upshot of all this was for
Hughes then to drop any further experiments
on the undiscovered Hertzian waves, to tidy
up the “dirty joint” that had brought about his
investigation of the phenomenon and to push
it all to one side until prompted to recall it
nearly twenty years later. However, this

Fig 4 Hertz’s parabolic
reflectors at the transmit-
ter and receiver of the
complete system illustrat-
ed in Fig 3. The locaa‘ons
of the dipoles at the front
of the struts may be seen
here despite the
imaginary pulses of
radiation passing
between them.

demonstration was fully witnessed and can
go down in history as a most significant event.
There it was, a complete and surprisingly
advanced system needing no additions for it
to be put into use immediately as a crude
system of wireless telegraphy. But it was
premature and a possible birth became,
perhaps, a stillbirth.

The essential difference between the
demonstrations of Hertz and those of Hughes
was one of understanding. Hertz understood
every nuance of his work in‘both theoretical
and practical terms whereas both Hughes
and his visitors were in total ignorance. But
this was technology which may proceed
without a full understanding of the scientific
processes at work. Pragmatism is an



adequate motivation for the advancement of
technology and is often not out of place in the
advancement of pure science. If it works and
is capable of carrying out the task asked of it
then it is good technology. Of course,
understanding will produce better technolo-
gies, ones that may be better able to adapt to
change.

The work of Hughes might suggest we should
push back the date of the Origin of the pre-
history of the new technology from 1888 to
1879. Perhaps so. However, Hughes' work
was essentially forgotten and only recalled
after the arrival of HWT. Such work often
occurs in the history of newly forming
technologies, work that lies dormant and fails
to influence further developments. Hughes'
work was, in principle, inspirational. But, in
practice, there was nobody present with a

that of Oliver Lodge who made such good use
of resonant circuits.

Crookes' essay was composed with a clarity
and a prescience that would earn for it a
lasting place in history. Although he did not
mention the name of David Hughes, he
referred indirectly to the demonstrations he
had witnessed. Crookes thereby provided a
thread of continuity between Hughes and later
technological developments. Thus it may be
necessary to slightly revise earlier estimates of
Hughes’ work. By this faint thread it really did
become attached to the mainstream develop-
ments in the pre-history of HWT. it is no longer
correct to state that it belongs to an
abandoned backwater. It had affected the
thinking of Crookes sufficiently to allow him to
make explicit mention of the effects he had
observed 'some years earlier' and this

sufficiently open mind to receive that inspira-
tion. Between the work of Hughes and the
technology of radio communication, there
was no continuity - or almost none.

New technologies can often be foreseen and
we know only too well how such gifted writers
as Jules Verne, Aldous Huxley or Arthur C.
Clarke can paint vivid pictures of future
technologies. When the imagined technolo-
gies arrive, we look back with astonishment at
the prescience of these writers and wonder
why the orthodox scientific or engineering
community did not take more notice or did not
have similar ideas in the first place. The stock
of facts which give rise to these foretellings
are best known to the scientific and engineer-
ing communities but they are also common
property for anyone wishing freely to adapt
them to imaginative scenarios. But the
scientific community itself indulged in the
foretelling of HWT.

The best known predictions of HWT are those
of Threlfall (8) (1890), Trotter (9) (1891),
Crookes (10) (1892), and Tesla (11) (1893).
The most imaginative and accurate was that
of William Crookes, one of the scientists who
had witnessed the demonstrations of David
Hughes. He was well informed in scientific
matters and had recently been President of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. He was
familiar with the work of Maxwell and Hertz
though not thoroughly conversant with either.
In 1892 he saw with remarkable clarity that a
communication system might be achieved
using Hertzian waves and recalled at this late
stage having witnessed something of the sort
in 1879 in Hughes’ house in Great Portland
Street. Crookes’ essay on this subject shows
how well the knowledge of Hertz’s experi-
ments had seeped into the minds of well
informed scientists. He referred not only to the
mere passage of information on Hertzian
waves but also to the possibility of syntony, or
resonant tuning, allowing signals from differ-
ent sources to be selectively received. This
knowledge was gleaned from the work of
Hertz where resonance played an important
part in maximising signal strength and from

mention was sufficient to bring Hughes' work
into the picture in good time for it to have an
indirect effect on later developments. Thus
Hughes' work, although dormant for so long,
joined the true pre-history of the new technol-
ogy in 1892.

From 1888 onwards, the two main ingredients
of the new technology lay side by side but did
not interact. On the one hand, there was the
work of Hertz in all its dazzling scientific
completeness. On the other there existed a
well developed interest in wireless telegraphy
both conductive and inductive. This proto-
technology had emerged with impeccable
credentials as a real attempt to fill a true social
need, a need that was becoming increasingly
urgent. Hertz’s waves remained isolated from
this technological movement for a number of
reasons.

Firstly, the nature of Hertz’s experiments and
their obvious link with Maxwell’s work emphat-
ically suggested optical analogies to the
scientific community. This meant that the
overall equipment dimensions would diminish
considerably and wavelengths of a few
centimetres in 1894, Flighi (12), or a few
millimetres in 1895, Bose (13), would be
achieved. The opposite trend would have
been more conducive to telegraphic applica-
tions. Secondly, Hertz's work was unique for
its completeness and so did not offer quite the
same incentive for research as did other
trends in modern physics. Whatever
fundamental questions might have been
asked by scientific investigators they had
already been answered by Hertz. As
Heaviside (14) was to remark in a letter to
Hertz in 1889, ‘There is a lull in the electro-
magnetic ‘boom'... perhaps you did your work
so well that little was left for others’. Thirdly,
despite his early training in engineering and
his great practical ability, Hertz himself
showed no interest at all in applications of his
electromagnetic experiments to telegraphy
despite hints of such possibilities. He rapidly
moved into the field of theoretical mechanics
and left all his great experiments to others.
Finally, the practitioners of the proto—technolo-
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gy of pre-Hertzian wireless telegraphy had ’
separated themselves from those strongly
Maxwellian interests within the scientific
community which could have led them
towards achieving their goal through the work
of Hertz. The so-called practical men were
under the leadership of William Preece, a man
who was no Maxwellian. His actions and
attitudes were often unpleasant and appear to
have been guided by ignorance, prejudice
and personal animosity. His words and his
leadership were positively anti-Maxwellian.

The tragic death of Heinrich Hertz on fst
January 1894 at the young age of 36 prompt-
ed a renewed interest in his work. Scientists
and engineers all over the world could
reproduce Hertz’s results with the greatest of
ease and Hertz’s later experiments were so
simple to understand by the most practical

Fig 5 Hertz’s simple transmitting dipole

Fig 6 A rectangular receiving loop with a microme-
ter screw spark gap and viewing lens.

men that the next stage of progress surely lay
within their grasp. The new technology was
poised to make its appearance. The birth was
overdue.

As already remarked, Hertz’s method of
detection was by no means easy to use. But,
over the six years since 1888 other detection
means had been devised. FitzGerald had
learned how to detect Hertzian waves with a
DC galvanometer connected asymmetrically
to a Hertzian loop receiver. Lodge and
Threlfall had used Geisler’s tubes as visual
detectors. Sarasin and Dela Flive had perfect-
ed the original Hertz apparatus to such a
degree that Hertzian loop receivers, though
still somewhat restricting, could now be
reliably employed as signal detectors.

As well as these improvements the literature
was full of interesting effects-which scientists
or engineers could, with some effort, have
harnessed to the same purpose. Had the
scientific world appreciated the importance of

continues on next page



rectification in the detection process much
was available. The precursor of the solid state
diode was reported by Braun (15) in 1874 but
it only came into use as a practical rectifier
detector in 1906. As early as 1884 Edison (16)
had observed and patented a thermionic
device that would not be recognised as a
detector until Fleming almost accidentally
stumbled across it in 1904. Thermal detectors
were used in 1889 by Gregory (17) but they
did not play a significant role until used by
Fessenden in 1902. In 1890 Branly (18) had

Fig 7 below left The clockwork spark transmitter
and micrOphonic detector used by David Hughes in
187EL

Fig 8 below right A model of Oliver Lodge's
coherer

physiologists but he made 'no attempt to
publish anything he did. Nor did the engineer-
ing or scientific literature report anything at the
time that would lead us to believe that Lodge
had said or done anything relating to wireless
telegraphy. it is quite possible that Lodge saw
no further need to enlarge upon what had
already appeared in four consecutive issues
of The Electrician between 8 June and 6 July
1894, (19). That said it all. After the Oxford
demonstrations Lodge went on holiday and
did not pursue what was potentially another
major turning point in the development of
science and technology. His Oxford lectures
languished but it was later recalled that his
signals may have developed into recognised
Morse letters, though the recollections are

was about to stir the imaginations of three
important characters, Alexander Popov. Henry
Jackson and Guglielmo Marconi. This short
list is by no means exhaustive and could
include such others as Adolf Slaby, Jagadis
Chunder Bose and Ernest Rutherford.
Whatever effect William Crookes had on the
world of science and invention, that of Lodge
would outshine it completely. Taken in
combination the two publications could have
been sensational. Significantly, both Popov
and Jackson were naval men fully aware of
the need to send intelligent messages in
maritime situations where connecting wires
simply could not be used. Both men took their
guidance from Lodge’s June lecture. Popov
devised a totally automatic recording detector

discovered the effect of electrical discharges
on the resistance of metallic powders, an
effect which, in various guises, had appeared
many times before. Eduard Branly published
his results as a series of measurements
unrelated to Hertzian wave detection but in a
manner which allowed his filings tube to be
taken up as a reliable detector relay at any
time from 1891. Technology is like that.
Devices are-often left waiting in the wings for
the moment of inspiration which brings them
onto centre stage. With all these devices
poised for use the new technology could
hardly fail to receive a significant boost at any
time.

The time came on 1st June 1894 when Oliver
Lodge delivered a lecture at the Royal
Institution on the ‘Work of Hertz’ where he
introduced his coherer, a detector based on
Branly's tube (Fig.8). The lecture was
published in The Electrician (19), and it also
appeared as a separately published booklet.
This was undoubtedly the significant boost
needed to push a meandering pre-history into
the fully fledged technology of HWT. Was this
June lecture perhaps the moment when radio
was born?

Lodge had now assembled the most sensitive
set of equipment so far encountered for
bringing about the full and practical applica-
tion of Hertzian waves to wireless telegraphy.
But in principle he had, at this time, done little
more than his predecessors, Hughes and
Hertz. His system was better and his
understanding was without parallel. But in
June 1894 he did not use his system for
wireless telegraphy and nor did the published
versions of his lecture state that it could be so
used.

He repeated his lecture later the same year
and by August some standard telegraphic
instruments may have been incorporated into
his demonstrations in Oxford at the instigation
of Alexander Muirhead. His audiences includ-
ed the general public, physical scientists and

somewhat ambivalent.

This did not really matter as far as the continu-
ity of the technology was concerned. His June
lecture at the Royal Institution was the real
turning point about which everything else
would hinge. The historical continuity is
traceable through this lecture alone. Whatever
he did at Oxford played no part in stimulating
the emergence of the new technology. Lodge
abandoned any advances he may have then
introduced. He must have attached little or no
importance at the time to what additional
effects he had demonstrated, but he was to
attach a great deal of importance to them
later.

The publication of his June Lecture, however,
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by about July 1895 details of which were
published in January 1896 (20), but there is no
contemporary account of the use of this very
sophisticated instrument for wireless telegra-
phy. It was later claimed (in 1925) that Popov
had transmitted, in Morse, the words ‘Heinrich
Hertz’ on 7 May 1895 (later revised to: ‘early’
1896 or 12 March 1896 or 24 March 1896).
Despite the revisions, in 1945 the birth date of
radio was declared to be 7 May 1895. This
blatant Soviet attempt to re-write Russian
history was so politically loaded that it is
difficult for us to attach much credence to the
uncertain 30 year old ‘memories’ concerning

Fig 9 Marconi's letter of introduction to William
Preece signed by AA. Campbell Swlnton and dated
March 30 1896
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a Morse transmission of 1895 - or was it 1896?
It is not difficult to accept that Popov made the
first completely successful relay actuated
coherer detector with full telegraphic capabili-
ties (21) in 1895. From his writings we know
that he understood its potential as a signalling
device. We also know that he misjudged the
power needed for a man-made transmitter,
perhaps because he had done so much work
detecting the presence of distant thunder-
storms where the power 01 the transmitting
source was considerable.

Jackson had long been interested in the idea
of using Hertzian waves for Morse signalling.
He began his experimental work with simple
Hertzian apparatus on the deck of HMS
Defiance in December 1895 after reading of
Bose's work with a spring coherer. He began
with a ‘toy’ induction coil, Bose coherer and
pitch lenses. He appears not to have become
acquainted with Lodge’s lecture until March
1896 at which time he made several modifica-
tions to his apparatus and incorporated a
Lodge coherer. His first successful Morse
transmission was over a distance of only a few
yards across the after-cabin of the Defiance
and took place on 20 August 1896 (22).
Although Jackson’s work was original and
quite independent, the technology was
already in existence by this time. In any case,
Admiralty secrecy would ensure that
Jackson’s work could not seriously influence
others and therefore could not properly slot
into the mainstream of technological develop-
ments in HWT.

The early work of Marconi was also shrouded
in the secrecy of an intimate family affair. We
have no fully authenticated accounts or
reliable witnesses to his early work in ltaly in
1895. However, we can be fairly confident
from the numerous writings of Marconi and
his family that it was his intention from maybe
as early as the end of 1894 to use Hertz’s
waves for wireless telegraphy and that he
succeeded in doing so during 1895. But this is
not enough. Historical certainty comes from
knowing when the first authenticated
witnessed account of Marconi’s use of HWT
occurred. Alternatively any written historical
document stating that Marconi was using
Hertzian waves for wireless telegraphy may be
sought. For completeness, any such
document, like a valid birth certificate, should
be signed and dated by a reliable witness.

It appears that Marconi contacted Italian
Government officials in late 1895 or early 1896
who showed no interest in his proposals. He
then went to England in February 1896 and
applied for a patent on 5 March 1896 journal
No: 5028) which survives in title only, (23). He
then acquired a letter of introduction to
William Preece from A A. Campbell Swinton
(24), dated 30 March 1896 (Fig.9) which
contains three important elements. Firstly,
Marconi is stated to have, ’Come to this
country with the idea of taking up a new
system of telegraphy without wires’. Secondly,
there is the statement that it ‘appears to be
based upon the use of Hertzian waves’.
Thirdly it is stated that his system appears to
be based on the use of “Oliver Lodge's
coherer’. This letter briefly but reliably
summarises what had already been achieved,
it is a valid acknowledgement of Marconi‘s
indebtedness to Oliver Lodge and, like all
good birth certificates, it is signed and dated
by a reliable witness.

Marconi probably withdrew his original patent,
(22), but replaced it with a new one which was
accepted on 2 June 1896, (No:12,039/1896).
By this time he and his friends knew the
importance of what they did. It is not certain
when Marconi first contacted William Preece
at the GPO but official biographies state that it
was in June or July 1896. But a delay of three
or four months between receiving the letter of
introduction from Campbell Swinton and
meeting Preece sounds a little careless. It is
so uncharacteristic of Marconi that it must be
thought not improbable for a first meeting to
have taken place soon after 30 March 1896,
the date of Campbell Swinton‘s letter. It is
therefore distinctly possible that some
development work on Marconi’s system took
place in the GPO workshops well before the
patent date and well before official trials
began.

Numerous accounts have been written of
what Marconi did in Italy in 1895 and we have
little reason to doubt their authenticity. The
smooth historical progression from Hertz
through Lodge led to the birth of a successful
system of HWT by Marconi and it would seem
reasonable to accept that the unwitnessed
birth occurred in the late summer of 1895.
However, if we wish the birth of radio to be
authenticated with a witnessed birth certificate
then Campbell Swinton’s letter should be
strongly considered with its unequivocal date,
30 March 1896.
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This June marks the fiftieth anniversary of the
death of one of the great pioneers of televi-
sion: John Logie Baird. Baird was born the
son of Scottish minister, who prior to his
famous experiments with television, had
studied electrical engineering at the Royal
Technical College in Glasgow, sold soap and
invented a patent boot sock (which he made
and sold himself).

Baird died in his sleep from an illness he had
contracted in early February 1946 and was
unable to be present at a special television
viewing of the Victory Parade given by his
company to 75 guests. He was 58 years old.
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Kirkifier continued from page 15

frequency, than it follows that the anode is
capable of generating a certain amount of
power at carrier frequency. Consequently if
enough of this power is coupled via L3 into
the tuned circuit to overcome circuit losses

.then reaction will occur. In practice R2
provides manual reaction control- This is
as far as J English goes with the theory but
it does not account for the apparent differ-
ence between valve types, the following
two sections entitled Schottky Effect and
Electrode Geometry are my attempt to
address this problem.

Schottky Effect

With most triodes the anode current
continues to fall as the grid voltage is
increased even when the grid is raised to
more than +200V. However the dull
emitters show a significantly greater
change than the two bright emitters. (The
curves in Fig. 4 do not demonstrate this
effect because the grid voltage was held
constant). in the Filadyne, as the carrier
voltage is applied equally to both anode
and grid, this unwanted influence opposes
the expected rise of anode current with
increasing anode voltage, thus raising the
anode slope resistance. The explanation
for this depends on the fact that the rate of
electron emission from a hot filament (or
cathode) can be enhanced in the presence
of a strong electric field. This 'field induced
emission’, discovered by WS Schottky,
occurs when the space charge is fully
depleted by the strong field and is known
as the Schottky Effect. In the Filadyne the
positive grid potential provides sufficient
field strength to evoke this effect. Schottky
also showed that this emission enhance-
ment is governed by the type of material
on the surface of the filament. With pure

, tungsten the effect is small, with thoriated
tungsten the effect is higher, but is much
higher with oxide coated filaments. As
bright emitters usually have thoriated
tungsten and dull emitters have oxide
coated filaments, then bright emitters can
be expected to suffer least from this defect.

Electrode Geometry.

It is my belief that another factor enhancing
the performance of the R02 and DES
valves in the Filadyne circuit can be found
in their electrode geometry. Looking
closely at the electrodes of a range of
valves I find that in the dull emitters the
wires comprising the grid are closely
spaced to form a relatively fine mesh and
the grid is situated much closer to the
filament than to the anode. With the two
bright emitters the electrode geometry is
very different, these have a more open
mesh grid situated between one third and
one half of the distance between the
filament and the anode.

In the dull emitters the positively biased
fine mesh grid will capture a large propor-
tion of the emitted electrons thereby
starving the anode of current. The greater
anode spacing further reduces the
influence that the anode can have over the
electron stream, thereby raising the anode
slope resistance. Also the close spacing of
the grid to the filament increases the
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strength of the electric field between them
thereby increasing the Schottky effect
which is higher anyway with an oxide
coated filament.

Summing up, with dull emitters the anode
slope resistance is raised, both by the
Schottky effect and the adverse electrode
geometry, to a level which is insufficient to
sustain oscillation. With the bright emitters
the Schottky effect is lower and the
electrode geometry favourable which I
believe accounts for their efficient
operation in the Filadyne circuit.

With my ‘breadboard’ Filadyne detector
many stations are obtainable on the
medium wave band using only 15 feet of
wire for an aerial. To the operator it
performs just like a conventional triode
detector with reaction, where R2 provides
fine control of the reaction. My findings are
that most, but not all, dull emitters
stubbornly refuse to oscillate in spite of
much juggling with the bias and filament
voltages. However, with the BC2 and DES,
success seems guaranteed. _

As with the Kirkifier, the linear anode and
grid characteristics make for low distortion.
If used in a multi valve receiver the valve's
insensitivity to changes of grid voltage
reduces the potential for feedback, and the
risk of instability, when the grid supply is
derived from the same power source as
the audio output stage. As the Filadyne
presents negligible load to any previous
BF amplifier stage, this can be designed to
give high gain and good selectivity as well
as minimal distortion. -

Alternative Filadyne circuit configura-
tlons

As the anode and grid currents at carrier
frequencies are equal in magnitude, the
circuit works just as well with the reaction
coil, L3, wired in series with the grid
instead of the anode as shown. For the
same reason the demodulated audio may
be recovered from the anode circuit
instead of the grid. Also the circuit can be
re arranged with L1 in series with the
anode and L2 in series with the grid, the
filament having one end earthed and
powered as in conventional circuits. The
variable tuning condenser can be connect-
ed between the anode and earth, and the
reaction coil may be integrated with L2
simply by adding a few extra turns to L2.
Such drastic rearrangement does not
change the working principles one jot. -

The history of the development of the
Filadyne is quite involved and beyond the
scope of this article. The subject really
deserves to be given a full airing at a later
date.
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The Mark III short ‘
wave tuner
by Pat Leggatt

The Mark III Tuner has been well written up in
two earlier Bulletins — by Tony Constable in
1978 and by Jonathan Hill in 1983. So why
another article about it?

I have two main reasons for this. First, many
Society members will not have seen the earlier
Bulletins, and this equipment dating from
about 1917 is an important landmark in UK
wireless history; second, both the original
circuit diagram mounted in the lid of the Tuner,
and the version re-drawn by Tony Constable,
are rather difficult to unravel.

l have re-drawn the diagram once again in a
way which I hope reveals more clearly the
nature of the unit and how it works. It can be
seen that the heart of the device is a tuned FiF
transformer of which the primary 'Aerial Circuit
lnductance' (ACI) is tuned by the series 'Aerial
Circuit Condenserl (ACC); and the secondary
'Closed Circuit lnductance' (CCI) is tuned by
the parallel 'Closed Circuit Condenser' (C00).

The signal from the Buzz“
tuned circuits feeds
one of three alternative
detectors, a Perikon
(two crystals back-to-
back), a Carborundum,
or an external Valve.

A buzzer is provided to
give an internally
generated signal to
assist in setting up the
detectors to optimum E
sensitivity.

Also provided is 'stand

battery Buaerkey 1

' is not very great and the operator can hear if
some signal is being transmitted even though
the set is not accurately tuned to it. On
hearing a signal, the operator switches to
‘tune' and adjusts the transformer secondary
(CCI) stud switch and tuning condenser
(CCC) for best reception, also adjusting the
aerial stud switch and condenser (ACC) as
necessary. One of the transformer coils can
be rotated relative to the other, and the
operator can thus set the coupling for the best
compromise between selectivity and signal
strength.

The 'stand by/tune' switch S1 has five
sections, sections C, D and E being
concerned with routing the buzzer signal.
When on 'tune', the current from the buzzer
goes up through the ACI and to battery
negative via Buzzer Key section 1, giving a
signal by which the detector can be adjusted
for best sensitivity.

When on 'stand by', the buzzer current goes
through Buzzer Key section 2, up through the
CCI and back to the battery via Buzzer Key
section 1. In this mode the buzzer signal will
be peaked up by the CCI/CCC tuned circuit
and a low-power signal will be radiated from
the aerial which, if the CCI and 000 have
been previously calibrated in terms of

by/tune' switching. In
the 'stand by' mode,
switch sections S1.A Buzzer
and $1.3 connect the battery
detector across the RF +
transformer primary
(ACI) where selectivity 250

wavelength, can be used to calibrate other
equipment as required.

The detector circuits are straightforward;
either the perikon, or the carborundum with its
biasing potentiometer, is connected in series
with the telephones across the tuned circuits.
In the 'valve' position the telephones are
shorted out.

The photographs show a front view of the
Tuner, and the 'works‘ below the panel. In the
latter one can see the RF transformer at the
top with one coil rotatable; the carborundum
biasing potentiometer in the middle; and the
two tuning condensers at the bottom
enclosed in ebonite covers. Between the two
condensers is the buzzer key.

There appear to have been some variations in
the Mark III Tuner. The instrument I have
includes a circuit diagram in the lid, dated
October 1917. The version given by Tony
Constable in Bulletin 2/4, and reproduced by
Jonathan Hill in 1983, is slightly different in
that the connections to the transformer
primary (ACI) are reversed, with the aerial
tuning condenser feeding the traveller of the
stud switch and the end of the coil being
earthed. There are also minor differences in
the buzzer and carborundum detector
connections.

On the instrument panel the left-hand position
of the detector selector switch is engraved
'Carborundum', but in the 1917 diagram it is
indicated as 'Dennis Detector‘. For those who
are too ignorant to know what a Dennis
detector is (I had to look it up) Harmsworth's
Encyclopedia describes it as "largely used in
the Signal Service" and consisting of a three-
crystal device, including a carborundum, the
desired crystal being selected by turning the
ebonite cover. It seems that the Mark Ill Tuner
must have been originally designed to use this
rather than the 3-way selector switch finally
fitted.

The circuit l have drawn to illustrate this article
was traced from the actual wiring of my Tuner.
In this it is the secondary (CCI) connections
that are reversed relative to the October 1917
diagram, with the stud switch traveller now at
the earthy end. Furthermore the connections
in my set to both primary and secondary
switch travellers are via pairs of terminals for
insertion of loading coils. The wavelength
range quoted in the October 1917 diagram is

VALVE

TELEPHONES 1

TELEPHONES 2

51.0
Links L1 and L2 are for loading coils
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100-700metres,butlnfactmysetwiiltune
downtoSZmetreswiththeloadingcoi t
terminals bridged out. With loading coils
them-ted the range could obviously be extend-

' ed above 700 metres.

Onethingaboutthecircuitthatseemsto
serve no useful purpose is the parallel

combinationofS1.EandBuaerKey2badlng
down from the CCI switch traveller. In the
‘tune' mode, $1.E shorts this out. In the 'stand
by' state, the CCI and its tuning condenser
000 are isolated from the detector circuits; so
why not permanently short out the
S1.E/Buzzer Key 2 combination, and indeed
omit these contacts altogether? On 'stand by'

thebuzzercurrentwouldstlilgothroughlhe
CCI winding as required, controlled by Buzzer
Key 1 in the negative battery lead.

Regarding performance of the set, with
accurate tuning and careful adjustment of the
“’coupllng control very satishctory selectivity
can be obtained.

ing aT.V, 1946— 1996.
bByHero! Pageg

Whenever I visit our local supermarket and see someone staggering to
his car with a large cardboard box marked 'Philips 22 inch' or 'Wide
Screen', I think back to the procedure for buying thesame product in
earlier days.

We sold our first Television Receivers pre 1939, but not many locations
could stretch out to gather the signal from Alexandra Palace.
Furthermore, not many customers could afford the price. A His Master's
Voice 10” screen with three waveband radio would set you back just
about two thirds of the cost of a new Ford 8 HP saloon car. All this came
to an abrupt end when transmissions ceased at the outbreak of war in
1939. l was at school, but I do remember our vertical H dipole reflector
aerial. The mast had to be bamboo as a metal mast would reflect. One
other aerial was sometimes used This was a copper wire mounted as a
triangle. It could only be used if the customer had a long garden facing
south west,the direction of London from Ipswich.

By 1946 small allocations of receivers would trickle through from the
factories. Sometimes you could get a few extra to your allocation if you
visited the factory. I remember collecting six 9 inch console Pye models
D16T in a 1935 Morris 10 car; my first car, hand painted by one of our
engineers. So overloaded was the car that I drove back from Cambridge
using only 3rd. and 4th. gears. Two large cartons on the front seat
prevented the use of 1st. and 2nd. gears.

As Ipswich was well outside the recognised transmission area, a good
site had to be on high ground and not too close to the overhead trolley
bus wires which covered most of the town. Even worse, there was a
gasometer which always increased its height in the evening and blotted
out the signal. The first step after the the customer's enquiry was to visit
the house with a magnetic compass. Then check the chimney for
bracket fixings or gable end fixings. The aerial makers supplied various
brackets, but we frequently encountered chimneys with large tudor
overhangs, so the blacksmith would have to be supplied with a sketch
and dimensions before the aerial could be erected. If a large evergreen
tree was in the line of sight, the aerial had to go to another chimney or
gable and. Some landlords, including our local council, would not permit
aerials to be fixed to the property, so enormous masts, with guys, would
almost fill the garden. The early aerials were fitted by ourselves. I would
go in the morning with our general handyman, Bert, in a small Morris van
with ladders on the roofrack. In the afternoon two or three sets would be
delivered and set up on the test card. The signal was so weak it was
years before we discovered that the fourth and fifth squares alongside
the demure little girl had candy stripes like the top ones.

Transmissions began at 7 pm., so I would go home, put on my suit, and
return at around 7.30 pm. Not too early; firstly to let the customers digest
their dinner and get out the brandy, but even more important, the signal
strength would increase and the traffic noise would decrease after dark.
In the early days very few cars were supressed and each one would
send two rows of white dots , as big as sixpences, horizontally over the
screen with accompanying crackles on the sound. The technique was
not to let the family get too interested in the programme, or you could be
with them until midnight, so you gave them about 15 minutes and then
changed to the second model. The signal strength was too weak to risk
the reduction when using a splitter,and a distribution amplifier was far too
expensive.

Sometimes you could finalisethe sale that evening. House-proud ladies
always want for the nice cabinets with doors. Who was I to disagree? The
extra profit on the deal was welcome. If you could sense that no decision
would be made that evening, I could leave all three instruments with
tuition on how to adjust the horizontal and vertical holds. Frequently if
the signal faded the picture would roll and a touch on the H.H. control
was needed. I always left my home telephone number just in case they
needed help. This was a facility I lived to regret as more and more sets

were sold. Frequently when we had got the children to bed, the phone
would ring. A customer, showing off his new purchase, would expect me
to cure almost any falt verbally, as if by magic, or explain why the picture
had faded into something resembling the top of a rice pudding. The best
nights for a home demonstration were foggy winter nights. The low
cloud base concentrated the signal to give photographic pictures.

I would return a couple of evenings later to see which set had been
chosen and complete the sale. Difficult customers would want to see
even more models, so occasionally sales could go on for weeks. After
about four weeks another visit would be made to check the installation.
On this visit it was fair game to enquire the names of any admiring
relations or neighbours who might be thinking of making a purchase in
the near future. Early colour television sales called for almost as many
visits, plus an engineer's visit to de-magnetise the set and align the
convergence with the cross hatch generator.

All this personal service was very time consuming. My wife seldom saw
me at home in the evenings, but in Suffolk once you have visited a
customer’s home, taken a cup of tea or a sherry with them, you have
built up a relationship which for us built up a valuable business and
friendship with families for many years to come.

Our Service claim was that any call requested before 10 am, would bring
an engineer to your home on that day. As the business grew, the lines
became so congested that we installed one of the first Telephone
Answering Machines. One lady complained, “Mr. Page, you say in your
leaflet that you have an answering machine. I asked it at what time the
engineer would call and it did NOT answer”. You can‘t please them all,
but it was good fun trying.

One of the most memorable installations in the early days of
monochrome television was in the home of a very high powered and
wealthy miller. His house stood on a hill which was the highest point in
the town. At one end was a four storey tower, so the location was ideal
for the reception of Alexandra Palace signals some 75 miles away.

The Pye console was to be given by the family for his sixtieth birthday.
We were to erect the aerial during the day and l was to attend after
evening dinner to demonstrate the new machine which had been hidden
behind a screen in the palatial drawing room.

I was a young man, not long out of the war time R.A.F., and I must
confess somewhat in awe of this large man and his status. I was keen to
impress, so I rehearsed my spiel, having looked up the programmes
which I thought would interest the great man.l told him about opera,
classical music and political debates. I presented him with a copy of the
Radio Times-TV. edition with red frames around these programmes.

Dressed in my one and only suit, I arrived at the front door on the dot of
7.30 as arranged. The houSekeeper let me in and I heard her go to the
drawing room and announce, “Mr. Page is here to see you Sir.” A
somewhat gruff voice came from behind the coffee cup, “Page? What
the hell does he want at this time of night?” That’s a good start, I thought,
but in I went. The family then pulled back the screen and sang ‘Happy
Birthday dear Papa.’ l nervously followed with my well rehearsed
speech. He listened patiently and interjected “Boxing, do they have
boxing?” Yes Sir. (I hadn’t thought to look up this programme) “Tell me,
Page, when the boxing is on, can you SEE the blood?”.

In those days it was not the done thing to send your accounts until the
end of the month. A few days later his Daimler drew up, the chauffeur
opened the door, the large man’s head popped in and said, “You had
better send your bill if you want your money, Page”. This was his way of
announcing his satisfaction and an opening for me to sell more sets to
him and the family for many years to come.

Only the other day I met one of the daughters who is now in her 80s. It
was she who remembered the occasion and jogged my memory to add
this story. I
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Minutes of the
BVWS AGM
held at
Harpenden on
the 25th
February 1996

1 Apologies for absence- None received

2 Chairman’s statement / introductions

Willem expressed thanks thanks to outgoing
Committee members Gerry Wells and Dave
Adams for all their hard work on the previous
years Committee. Willem also introduced Guy
Peskett and Terry Martini to the membership
as they are new Committee members.

The results of the postal election held for this
coming year, for the post of Chairman: Willem
Hackmann 428, Enrico Tedeschi 63

Willem then went on to discuss the improve-
ments to the Bulletin and hoped that the
Society would be able to publish 40 plus
pages in future issues. The membership were
asked to express their views on the matter.
The new membership card was also
discussed and in future will be of a plastic
construction and not on thin card.

3 Accounts

David Read presented the report and
accounts for the year to date. The Society
shows a surplus of £2,300 income over
expenditure and as of February we are ahead

with subscriptions. The Bulletin is costing
some £2,000 less to produce, £12,500 instead
of £14,500. The Society’s current balance (all
accounts) stands at £28,000. The audited
accounts will be published in the Summer
Bulletin.

4 Membership Secretary

Mike Barker reported that 400 had not so far
renewed this year so far. There are at present,
1,147 current members in the Society.

5 Bulletin Editor

Carl Glover thanked the membership for
sending in articles for publication, an
improved 40 page issue is planned with better
colour etc. Apologies were given for the print
quality of monochrome photos in certain
issues. Some two and a half pages of readers
letters are planned for the next issue of the
Bulletin.

6 Events organiser

Ken Tythacott took over organising the events
at Harpenden in 1994 and asked the member-
ship if any further improvements should be
made to the meets. Postal booking, was it
needed? Was the membership happy with the
easier access for stall holders- extra doors
open. Or the improvements to the catering
facilities. Ken also discussed the extra attrac-
tions which at this event included a stage
display featuring a collection of early horn
speakers.

Ken Tythacott reported that 35 people would
be involved in the setting up of the September
event, at least 45 would be needed for helping
out during the day and at the auctions. Extra
offers of help would be most welcome.
Thanks were extended to Ron Deeprose &
Terry Ransome for the auctions and Bob
Smallbone & Ken Tythacott for the display.
Thanks were also made to Pam and Andrew
Zimmer for their help on the Bring and Buy.

Forthcoming events for this year have been
circulated in the Bulletin and include the

Society's 20th anniversary, the Marconi
Centenary and also 60 years of High Definition
Television along with a special auction etc.

7 Any other business
Willem Hackmann asked for a vote of thanks
for the Committee both old and new. Mike
Barker thanked all those who brought along
items for the restoration contest. Gerry then
went on to judge the items entered in the
restoration contest and awarded prizes for the
best and also to the runners up.

Willem asked members if there were any
questions from the floor and they were as
follows:

0: Membership cards should be better made,
some cards also not received by members.

A: It was suggested that some members may
not have realised that a card was sent with the
last bulletin and may have been discarded
with the envelope. Plastic card will be issued
in the future.

0: Concerns about late renewals of subs, did
we have a policy, did we issue reminders?
Questions also about alternative forms of
payment ie standing orders etc.

A: Memberships that have lapsed are, in
general removed from the databaseltem for
agenda. Standing orders not feasible due to
amount of extra work involved. No real
advantages for the Society.

0: Could photos of Committee members be
printed in the Bulletin so that members could
be identified?

A: Photo of Committee members appeared in
Spring Bulletin. No definite plans for others.

0: Regarding sufficient parking on Saturdays
for members

0: Regarding an attendance at the site of the
‘Black Horse’ public house in Oxford Street
frequented in the 1920's by the radio
community of the time.

Harpenden 25% February cerium”.- m bellow left: (starting from foreground right to left) Carl Glover - Editor; David Reed - Treasurer, Mike Barker Membership
secretary, in the background Gen)! m can be seen with Dave Newman: the winner of the restoration contest and his wife Mary.



‘lnductances
By Pat Leggatt'

Continuing on the theme of wires, we have
noted that a wire carrying current will be
surrounded by a magnetic field, and hence
exhibit some degree of inductance. If the wire
is wound up into a coil the effect is much
increased, since the magnetic field resulting
from one turn will add to that of the next turn
and so on. A coil will therefore have much
greater inductance, and for this reason a coil
is sometimes spoken of as ‘an inductance' - or
'an inductor' if you want to be pedantic.

To understand the behaviour of inductance it
is necessary to be aware of two things. First,
current in a wire generates a magnetic field
around it. Second, if a wire is in a varying
magnetic field then a voltage is induced in the

Figure 1 HT +

HF choke

A],.41
L1

H7
wire. If the magnetic field is varying rapidly,
than a correspondingly large varying voltage
is induced.

So let us apply an alternating voltage across a
coil and see what happens. Current begins to
flow and starts building up a magnetic field
around the coil. This is of course a varying
(increasing) magnetic field and induces a
voltage back into the coil. This induced
voltage will be in opposition to the originally
applied voltage so that the current in the coil
will increase more slowly than you might
expect. The peaks of the current occur later in
time than the applied voltage peaks, and the
current is said to 'lag' the voltage.

Reactance of a cell

Since the process of building up the current
and its associated magnetic field does not
occur instantaneously, the current does not
have time to rise all that much before the
applied voltage passes its peak and is falling
towards its negative half-cycle. The higher the
frequency of the applied voltage, the less time
does the current have to build up during a
cycle; so the resistance of the coil to altemat-
ing current flow rises as the frequency is
increased.

The 'resistance' of a coil to alternating current
. is quite different from the normal DC

resistance of the wire from which the coil is
wound, and is known as the 'reactance'. For a
coil of given size — i.e. of given inductance - the
reactance is calculated as XL = 21rfL, where
XL is the reactance in ohms, f is the frequency
and L is the inductance: the expression ‘21:)”
is sometimes written as ‘9’ (omega), known

E . H
toLFstage

E ; g  '

as the ‘angular frequency’ for reasons which
we will not go into now.

Chokes

From the above reactance formula we can see
how a coil can act as a choke. Figure 1 shows
a simple triode detector circuit with reaction,
and the coil L1 has quite a number of turns
and forms a fairly large inductance. The
reactance at low frequencies (where f is small)
will be quite low and currents such as audio
speech and music will quite easily pass on to
the following amplifier stages: but at radio
frequencies (where f is large) the coil has
considerable reactance and prevents the high
frequencies getting through. Accordingly this
coil is an 'HF choke'.

In the mains power unit of Figure 2, the coil L2
has very many turns and is wound on an iron
core which concentrates the magnetic field
within the coil, thus increasing its inductance. ,
Unvarying direct current (zero frequency) can
get through easily, limited only by the DC
resistance of the wire in the coil; but the
reactance at power frequencies - 50 or 100Hz
- is high because L is large, so alternating
current ripples are largely blocked.
Accordingly this coil is a 'smoothing choke'
helping to prevent AC ripples reaching the
output where they would cause hum.

Ferrlte cores

Tuning coils are often 'air-cored', since iron
cores are not
usually satisfac-
tory at radio

Figure 2

230 V
N

correct tuning.

Units

The unit of inductance is the 'Henry‘ in honour
of the American physicist Joseph Henry.
Larger iron—cored inductances may well be
several henries; but small HF chokes and
tuning coils will be a thousand or a million
times less than this, measured in millihenries
(mH) or microhenries (¢H).

Solenoids

In conclusion, an unvarying direct current in a
coil produces a steady magnetic field, partic-

Smoothing choke

1' T.
ularly strong if the coil has an iron core. The
coil then forms an electro-magnet or
'solenoid', which is of course the basis of
relays and similar devices, and of the field
coils of the earlier ‘energised’ loudspeakers.

/77

frequencies. But
a particular kind
of iron core can
be used, made
of a material
known as 'ferrite'
or ‘iron dust’. In
this the magnetic
material is
ground into fine
particles and set
into some
i n s u l a t i n g
substance; and
a ferrite core has
the effect of
increasing the
inductance of a

National Vintage Communications Fair

WEMBLEY o Hall3
Sunday December 1st ’96
10.303m - 4pm - £5* (Under-14S FREE)

*Tiekets on door (Admission includes free copy of the
NVCF Show Catalogue & Guide, while stocks last)

. Early Trade Entry at 8am £15 .

coil, so making
possible the

I Why not book a STALL this year? STALLS @ £35]
manufacture of
efficient coils
with reasonably
large inductance
but quite small
number of turns
and correspond-
ingly small
physical size.
The ferrite cores
are often made
with a screw
thread so that
they can be
screwed in or  out
of the coil
w i n d i n g ,
enabling the coil
inductance to be
adjusted for

VINTAGE RADIOS . 19205 VALVE RECEIVERS - CRYSTAL SETS
HORN LOUDSPEAKERS - EARLY TRANSISTORS - VALVES

VINTAGE HI-FI/CLASSIC AUDIO - RADIO BOOKS & MAGS etc. etc.
and thousands of other

ELECTRICAL 8: MECHANICAL ANTIQUES
and COLLECTABLES

Details/Stall bookings: NVCF, 2-4 Brook Street
Bampton, Devon EX16 9LY. Tel: (01398) 331532

NVCF sponsors and supports the
Br i t i sh  Wireless For  The B l ind  Fund and the Br i t i sh  Vintage Wireless Soc ie ty
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Radio on
the Net
by Jonathan Warburton—Brown
jwb@uvo.dec.com

Being a new member of the society I was keen
to participate in what I consider an excellent
journal, the BVWS Bulletin. Mind you, being a
novice and faced with such a wealth of
expertise I confess to having been somewhat
daunted by the prospect of writing something

of sufficient interest to merit publication. Then
it dawned on me that working for a large
computer corporation as I do perhaps I could
meld some of my professional and personal
interests into something of benefit to the
society.

My interest in vintage radio goes back to when
I was a lad when my father and I constructed
a crystal set. Well almost. My father spent 25/-
on a pair of headphones for the set which, in
the privacy of my bedroom and under cover of
darkness, I proceeded to dismantle, windings
and all, in an effort to understand how they
functioned. Realisation that they would never
work again and panic ensued with me
cramming the innards back into their casings
and feigning a surprised innocence, only
capable by children, when my father discov-
ered the awful truth. To say the least he was
neither pleased nor impressed with the results
of my scientific curiosity, but the episode left
me with a lasting interest in and respect for all
things radio. This interest lay fallow for some
years until my present employment.

I have worked for my company for nearly nine
years now and professionally am involved in
diverse areas which include network consul-
tancy and the Internet. It is this latter aspect
that provides the link into vintage radio
collecting. It is not the intent of this article to
teach the use of World-wide Web and
Newsgroup browsers. Rather, it will point out
some of the many radio related resources
available to anyone with access to a comput-
er and the Internet.

My introduction began when I chanced upon
a newsgroup called rec.antiques.radio+phono.
A news group is basically an interactive
discussion forum where people with like
interests can exchange information, tips and
ideas. Without a doubt
rec.antiques.radio+phono has an American
bias being a Stateside enterprise but people
from around the world contribute regularly
and it is a friendly discussion group with some
very knowledgeable contributors. Novices are
welcome to pose their questions and I person-
ally have learned a lot and made some very
useful contacts through this group. Indeed it
was actually someone in the US who made
me aware of the BVWS I!

Perhaps even more exciting though is the
number of websites dedicated to vintage
radio that are available round the world. With
suitable web browsing software you can not
only inquire about your favourite sets but also
see pictures of peoples' collections and even
make yours available for viewing. My collec-
tion now contains about thirty sets, far too
many to be on permanent display in my
modest home, but the best are all on the web
in glorious dust free techni-colour for all to
enjoy at their leisure. Not only that, but one
website will invariably have links to other
websites allowing you to visit them with a
mere click of your mouse button. Effectively
what is happening is a global virtual radio
museum is taking shape free for anyone to
visit again and again. In light of the Marconi
celebrations and not being in a position to visit
Italy I went there on the web and was able to
listen to a recording of his voice, look at the
equipment he used and get lots of
background information - all from the comfort
of my PC.

So where do you go to look at all these
wonderful things? A good place to start is at
Phil’s Old Radios. This is a website
maintained by Phil Nelson in Washington,
USA. There are literally hundreds of radios to
see here including my collection (thanks to
Phil for providing me the space on his page to
display them) and many links to other
peoples' collections. Additionally you will find
information on such things as ‘must have

books' for your collection, clubs, vintage radio
dealers, where to get period speaker cloths,
spare valves and other components; the list is
endless. Andrew Emmerson, author of the
Sound and Vision Yearbook, has contributed
an extensive list of UK based resources for our
use. This website, though based in America, is
truly a world-wide resource and to date, the
best of the best in my experience. To do it
justice you need to see it.

This is just the tip of the proverbial iceberg.
Below I have listed but a few of the websites
related to vintage radio that I frequent. There
are many more and all you need to do is let
your mouse do the walking. I hope you, like I,
gain hours of pleasure from this invaluable
virtual world of vintage radio.

Website address

http://www.accessone.com/-—phIIn/lndex.html
Phil’s Old Radios (start here)

http://www.accessone.com/~phIIn/worldsrc.htm
Phil's Old Radios world-wide resources

http://www.accessone.com/~phlln/Mbhomehtm
Jonathan Warburton-Brown Collection (my sets)

http://www.geocitles.com/Athens/1630/otr.html
Lin Robertsonis Old Time Radio

http://www.cs.ruu.nl/~gerard/radlos/
Gerard Telis Radio Collection based in Utrecht

http://members.aol.com/djedamsonlarp.htrnl
Don Adamsonis Antique Radio Page

http://www.alpcom.It/hamradlo
100 years of Radio, the Marconi celebration site in
Italy well worth a visit

NewsGroups

rec.antues.radlo+phono
A discussion group dedicated to vintage radio and
phonograph topics

The following BVWS Bulletin
beck numbers are currently
available.

Vol 10 Number 2 Inc. The KB
Masterpiece, Extinct Species “A
Monster Defiant”.

Vol 11 Number 2,3,4 Inc. BTH VR3
(1924) receiver, Marconi’s 1897
Salisbury plain tests, Origin of the
term ‘Radio’, Baird or Jenkins first
with TV?

Vol 12 Number 2,3,4 Inc. the Emor
Globe, The Fultograph, Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.

Vol 13 Number 1,2,3 Inc. Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.

Vol 14 Number 1,2,3 Inc. Cable
broadcasting In the 1930’s, The
story of the Screen Grid.

Vol 15 Number 1.2.3.4 Inc. The
wartime Civilian Receiver. Coherers

in action, Vintage Vision.

Vol 16 Number 1,2,3,4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside
the Round Ekco’s.

Vol 17 Number 3,4,5 Inc. Wattless
Mains Droppers, The First Philips
set, Receiver Techniques.

Vol 18 Number 3,4,5 Inc. The First
Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester, The way it was.

Vol 19 Number 1,2,3,4,5,6 Inc. The
Birth of the Transistor, Super
Inductance and all that, reflex
circuits, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.

Vol 20 Numbers 3,  4, 5, 6

Vol.21 Number 1
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Supplements:

1 ‘tlust a Few Lines” The Birth and
Infant years of BBC Television.

2 “Metro-Wok 1922-1928”, “Early
Television in the UK” , “Industrial
aspects of the Valve before 1925”

Brown Brothers 1925/26
Component Catalogue re—prlnt
SOLD OUT!

All Bulletins and supplements are priced
at £2:00 each + postage. Bulletins from
volume 21 onwards are priced at £2.50
each. + postage.

Postage:
for individual bulletins add 50p, for 2-5
bulletins add £1, for 6 or more add an
extra 20p each.
All requests for back numbers, should be
sent to the Membership Secretary (Mike
Barker) whose address can be found in
the inside-front page or this bulletin.



Letters

As seen on TV

Dear Editor

Watching BBC TV (Scotland) during the
Christmas - New Year period, I noticed within
a matter of days, what appeared to be a
'Fiussell- bodied’ Murphy in the background
detail of two programmes, a filmed play and a
videod stage performance.

This set me wondering what vintage wireless
sets lurk in the property stores of the various
TV and film companies. Are there serried
ranks of receivers, duly labelled with date or
period, waiting for the call to resume service?
After reasonably correct dating, I would
assume the only other relevant criteria to be
reasonable appearance and, where applica-
ble, dial illuminationl

It occurs to me that some BVWS members,
particularly those with ‘ldng service’ and and
possible connections with the film and TV
industry, may have acted as advisers on the
procurement and dating of such sets, or have
been actively involved in their procurement.

It would also be interesting to know if any
interesting receivers have been spotted on
screens of either the large or small variety.

Mac Robertson

Dear Editor,

About a month ago, I joined the BVWS- a
complete wireless novice. I am now in in
possession of two working rarities: namely an
HMV LS4 electromagnetic speaker— apparent-
ly the first such speaker type manufactured by
this company, and a Majestic Model 20
console radio. That these are working is a
tribute to Gerry Well’s Sunday workshops in
Flosendale Rd. In the workshop, the dead
come to life in his hands. That first crackly
declaration that a rather distressed looking
box of tricks is going to work is truly an incred-
ible moment. I am now a committed wireless
nerd. The fact that I haven’t a clue what I am
talking about doesn’t deter me in the slightest
from droning on and on about valves and
such even to perfect strangers.

The true purpose of this letter is not autobio-
graphical however. I wish to express
amazement that an incredible collection such
as Gerry’s (surely of world heritage
importance) is not subsidised by the BVWS.
Here is a museum with a curator who is willing
to spend 12 hours virtually non-stop working
on my Majestic for the all-inclusive measly
sum of £25! Apparantly this money goes
straight into the upkeep of the museum. For
my part, I walk in with a lump of wood worth
next to nothing and go home with an antique
whose value is probably £500.

To be honest I am embarrassed by this service
as it stands. I am taking steps to try to pay this
man properly, however any personal financial
contribution I can make is in itself useless. The
BVWS must make an attempt to subsidise ‘
Gerry Wells’ collection from its membership

fee. I suggest doubling the annual subscrip-
tion to £30 a year and directing half of this
amount to the upkeep of his collection. Why?
Because this amazing museum is open to
everyone in an unselfish way which few
people could emulate. Because it is of
inestimable historical worth and must be
protected for future generations. Because
these things have a habit of slipping through
our fingers and we wake up to find that the
treasure chest is bare.‘

Yours sincerely
Dr. John E Cockbum

Poldhu monument

It was interesting to read of Pat Leggatt’s visit
to Poldhu in the December issue of the
Bulletin, but puzzling that he only found two
plaques on the monument. When I visited it in
the Summer of 1991 there four, one on each
side, which are clearly legible on the enclosed
photographs. Has the monument been
vandalised? Is the Marconi company in the
process of rewriting history in this centenary
period? Or did Pat merely fail to walk right
around it? It is interesting to note that one of
the ‘missing’ plaques contains the ‘obligatory
“reference to Sir Ambrose Fleming who, as
consultant to the Marconi company, designed
the original transmitter, whilst Marconi
designed the fated aerial array. Fleming was
doubly annoyed when he learned from the

daily papers of the historic 1901 transatlantic
transmission. Not only was his contribution
not mentioned but, contrary to promises, he
had not been informed beforehand, either.
Marconi was careful afterwards not to repeat
this omission.

There is a most colourful personal recollection
of the early experiments at Poldhu by
Fleming’s assistant, Arthur Bok, given at the
back of ‘The Inventor of the Valve’ (JT
Macgregor-Morris, The Television Society,
London, 1954):

”The first transatlantic signals had been sent
from Poldhu to St. John ’s, Newfoundland, at
the end of 1901 and Fleming had specified the
plant for this. Our journey to Poldhu in March,
1903, for some further experiments was a
memorable visit, made during a fierce gale,
such that we were all nearly blown off our feet
when we struggled to and fro between the
small hotel and the wireless station. Marconi
was there, apparently no less enthusiastically
interested in the experiments which we were
to make than in a new bicycle which he
impatiently wanted to try out in stiller air.

The generator was a 2,000 volt 50 cycle
alternator with transformation by static
transformers up to 20,000 volts. The capacity
element of the oscillatory circuit was an array
of condensers, each of which consisted of an
earthenware tank filled with oil and containing
a number of spaced glass plates with metal foil
sheets secured to their surfaces. The Leyden
jar ancestry of these condensers was obvious-
ly not a distant one, and there was an immense
mass of them, amounting, possibly to tons.
Half a dozen of them which came to University
College for testing were kept on a concrete
floor on account of their weight.

The discharge from this condenser was taken
between two cast iron discs, each as big as a
tea-plate and motor-driven at slow speed so as
to present continuously a new surface of cool
metal at the spark gap. The whole was
enclosed in a cubical housing with sound-
lagged walls of asbestos sheet and there was
a yellow-glazed spyhole through which the
wicked-looking open-spark oscillatory
discharge could be observed.

The eerie and alarming appearance of that
spark in the rural background of Mullion and
Helston is something not to be forgotten.
When the door of the enclosure was opened,
the roar of the discharge could be heard for
miles along the coast. The local ether storm
produced by this smashing discharge was
also noteworthy. Every metal gutter, rainpipe or
other object about the sheds on the site
resonated freely and there was a minor chorus
of ticks and flashes in consonance with the
main discharge. A sizeable spark could be
drawn to the knuckle presented to a bunch of
keys placed on the ground outside the
discharger hut and when one climbed up a
short wooden ladder that leant against the hut
there was a tingling sensation whenever one ’3
hand passed over the nails which secured the
rungs.

We had sent down various pieces of apparatus
for use in this power work and the end of some
of it was humiliating if not catastrophic. There
was a high-tension multiple-contact switch
which I had made up at Gower Street in the
form of pivoted wooden long-arm with a
number of inverted copper U-shaped



members at one and adapted to dip in and out
of a series of mercury cups when the arm was

' ‘Morsed’ up and down by means of an electro-
magnet and a key. The 3 glass mercury cups
were set solid in wax in a box and in the
laboratory the thing had looked very neat and
hopeful. But it proved otherwise on the actual
job, for, in the absence of cooling arrange-
ments, after a brief and very merry signalling
life the wax melted and the cups, mercury, wax
and quenching oil mingled chaotically in the
box. Another device was a rotary discharger in
the form of a lateral arm at right angles to a
rotating stem driven synchronously with the
alternator shaft and giving a discharge to a
stationary arcuate electrode. The stem and
arm were of metal rod thickly jacketed with
ebonite moulded on and giving the impression
of bent, black nightmare sausage on a thick
stalk. It was withdrawn after a very short perfor-
mance in which either something fouled or the
bearing of the device cohered, causing it to
twist itself into oblivion. ”

J Patrick Wilson

Brian Munt, ex member, 15.  3. 95

Dear Editor

May I ask you to use a little of your valuable
space in order that I thank the members of the
BVWS, and especially John Howes and Pat
Leggatt for all their kindness and help in
sorting out and disposing of major parts of my
late husband's collection of radio and televi-
sion history.

I still have memories of the capacious boot of
John Howes' car laden to the roof with
prospective sales items bound for various
swapmeets and auctions. lt solved an
enormous problem for me and found good
homes for some much valued memorabilia. I
am also greatly indebted to Pat Leggatt for
undertaking the custodianship of the collec-
tion of valve data- although I think his wife
must have had her reservations regarding its
arrival and, perhaps, I owe her an apology for
the bulk of papers, books and files that
descended on her so soon after a move into a
new house.

Brian, as many members may recall, was
responsible for salvaging and preserving a
great deal of the early history of Edison Swan
Valves and followed their history through to
their eventual demise on the arrival of the
transistor. He also undertook the cataloguing
of a representative valve collection and wrote
a company history for the Forty Hall Museum
at Enfield- close to Ponders End, where the
radio valve was first invented and developed
by Sir Ambrose Fleming. This he completed
just before he became ill. I think he would be
happy to know that his work and also his own
private collection will still be of use and
interest to the lovers of “steam radio’. He was
very touched, when during his illness, the
Society waived his subscription and contin-
ued sending him the Bulletin.

Just one short ‘plug’- I have two large suitcas-
es containing small, assorted components for
vintage (and possibly, other) radios- no
valves. They are packed in plastic boxes and
comprise small coils, resistors, knobs, dials,
and what every wife will recognise, BITS! I
regret that I cannot be more explicit, but at
least I have been too well trained to throw
them away. If any member within reach of

Kent would like them- without endangering a
good marriage- they are most welcome to
collect them, but please telephone first.

Once again, on behalf of Brian and myself,
very many thanks to the Society for the
kindness and help given at no small cost in
time and, often, quite hard labour.

Yours Sincerely
Marian Munf (01304 201470)

Dear Editor

Enrico Tedeschi’s catalogue of Sinclair
products, books and advertisements (unfortu-
nately much of it illegible) illustrates the
extraordinary power of media hyperbole and
marketing. Sinclair products might form a
niche in the market for collectibles, but revolu-
tionary they aren’t.

Enrico’s admiration for the man is in curious
contrast to the actual products. To paraphrase
his own words the miniature radios were
‘pathetic kits’ compared to the Micronic Ruby.
As for the Black Watch, you were ‘lucky to
make one work'. It was of course, nowhere
near being the first LED Watch and the ones
that preceded it did work. The first miniature
TV was based on a Telefunken CRT and other
manufacturers were first with flat LCD screens.
As for the vehicles, Enrico describes them as
a ‘great fiasco”.

The history of fundamental discovery,
invention, and technical breakthroughs in
electronics as applied to radio, TV, horology
and computers, will not mention Sinclair. What
he did was reinforce the image of the lone
visionary inventor, and market it for all it was
worth. In so doing, he undoubtedly caused
more pleasure and activity in UK DIY
consumer electronics than anyone else.
Loveable yes, inventor no.

Yours Sincerely
David D Read

Dear Sir,

May I comment on a couple of aspects of Ken
Tythacott's reply in the Spring Bulletin to
Enrico Tedeschi's letter about the Marconi
centenary. -

Ken writes with his personal views, not on
behalf of the Committee. But why is it left to
him personally: have the Committee nothing
to say on what are quite significant points
which Enrico had reasonable justification for
raising? Whether or not one agrees with his
ideas for public celebration is another matter.

Ken’s second paragraph seems to devalue
Marconi’s work. No knowledgable person,
including Marconi himself, has claimed that he
was the first to discover and demonstrate
electromagnetic radiation; but on the other
hand he did a lot more than just seeing the
potential and developing the system in a
business context. He carried out a great deal
of dedicated engineering research and
contributed a number of original discoveries
and ideas in the technical field.

Towards the end of his letter Ken says that the
BVWS is not a Learned Society and that the
majority of members collect for nostalgic
reasons. Of course nostalgia rightly plays its
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part, but someone who is prompted by this
alone will probably acquire just one early set
as a reminder of what parents or grandparents
had in their sitting rooms: a person with only
this motive, pleasant though it is, is unlikely to
find it worthwhile to join the Society.

Of course the BVWS is a Learned Society in its
modest way; and any of us who collect more
than just one wireless set or related item
clearly find them interesting in their own right.
Our interest in them may stem from their place
in engineering history, up to recent times; the
technicalities of their circuitry and construc-
tion; their role in the social, economic, or
military scene of earlier days; and their
aesthetic appearance: all perhaps coupled
with an element of nostalgia for past times.

Any of these things imply interest in some
aspect of the history, and constitute a legiti-
mate reason for membership of the Society,
founded as it was to promote the study of the
history of wireless, collation of relevant
information and the preservation of
equipment. So I do not accept the rather
disdainlul suggestion that most of us BVWS
members are motivated just by nostalgic
sentiment, with no serious interest in the
nature of the things we collect. '

Yours faithfully,
Pat Leggatt

Dear Editor,

I am not surprised that Enrico Tedeschi should
throw cold water on the decision to celebrate
the “Marconi Patent’ of 1896 (Letters Vol 21,
number 1), for a hundred years ago Britain
alone had the foresight and generosity to give
practical encouragement to the young
Marconi in order to help him patent and
develop the world’s first workable system of
wireless communication- this at a time when
his own Government back in Italy had already
dismissed his ideas as nonsensical and had
sent him packing. Italians, therefore, have little
to celebrate and a lot to kick themselves for!

Britain has always welcomed and sponsored
those with vision - something Enrico should
remember when seeking to criticise our
decision to celebrate this absolutely crucial
benchmark in radio history.

With regards to the Society’s own anniversary,
well, why shouldn't we celebrate... over the
past twenty years we have certainly achieved
a great deal of which we can be proud! As a
relative newcomer to the Society, Enrico may
not realise that no other single organisation
has done more to preserve our country’s radio
heritage, or made such efforts to encourage
that preservation. Between us, we have a pool
of knowledge about British radio history
second to none. Every member has a contri-
bution to make, large or small, and because
the Society imposes no restriction on what
members may choose to collect, our individ-
ual interests are extraordinarily wide-ranging
and all encompassing. Between us, therefore,
we have preserved items from every spectrum
of radio’s long history and saved things which
otherwise would surely have been consigned
to the bin. I say “well done!” to each and
everyone of us!

Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Hill (Founder member 8. V. W.S).



_ Letters continued

Dear Editor,

In answer to the request on more information
on the 'Marconi chair' mentioned in the
chairman article I would like to suggest that
this article is not a chair at all.

I beleive that it is a support used by retailers to
put radios on show in their shop windows.

I certainly hope that Willem, or anybody else
for that matter, is not going to use it as a chair!
I would hate to learn that the chair has given
way and that he found himself sitting on the
floor with a bruised back.

Hoping to have been of some help I am.

Yours faithfully
Enrico Tedeschi

it’s a chair- Editor

Seeing by Wireless

Dear Editor,

With reference to the ‘Seeing by Wireless’
book presented with the last issue of the
Bulletin, I have come across in Hugo
Gernsback’s ‘Official Short Wave Manual for
1934’ the enclosed circuit diagram of Baird
Television Company’s Universal Short Wave
Set.

From its name, the firm seems to have some
connection with Baird’s UK activity, but it
came as rather a surprise to find what is a
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purely American receiver bearing Baird’s
name. In fact, the only connection with televi-

sion would appear to be the TV output socket
3-7 for which details are given.

Is anything known about the manufacturer of
this set?

Finally I should like to congratulate you on the
present issue of the Bulletin!

Yours Sincerely
Frank Trier

Reply from Ray Herbert
The other Mr Baird

I am grateful to the Editor for letting me see
the letter from Frank Trier in advance of
publication. This means that a reply can be
given in the same issue.

Hollis Semper Baird was the chief engineer of
the Short Wave and Television laboratories in
Boston, USA during the early 1930’s. In
addition to radio sets the company manufac-
tured disc-type television receivers with the
name ‘Baird’ prominently displayed, which
caused considerable confusion. His company
had no connection at all with J.L.Baird’s
organisation, neither was he related to the
Baird family.

It was interesting to read about Harry sayer’s
quest for information regarding his early
television experiences at Scarborough
(Spring issue). Only a few days before I had
been speaking with Richard Vince, the Baird
engineer who set up the demonstration at that
location. A full account is given in the
magazine ‘Television’ for September, 1931
and a photocopy has been sent to Harry
Sayer.

Hay Herbert

Oliver Lodge's eeless Experiments at
Oxford In 1894
by Peter Rowlands

In his article, “The Changing Nature of Oliver
Lodge’s Wireless Experiments” (Bulletin
BVWS), Berthold G. Bosch gives the impres-
sion that Oliver Lodge's claim for the first
public demonstration of radio telegraphic
transmission rests on dubious claims
subsequently made by supporters such as S.
F! Thompson and W. H. Eccles, and not on
any statement made before 1916 by Lodge
himself. However, correspondence published
in P. Rowlands and J. P. Wilson (eds), Oliver
Lodge and the Invention of Radio (PD
Publications, 1994) shows this to be untrue,
for, contrary to what Bosch maintains, Lodge
was putting forward priority claims for Hertzian
telegraphy well before 1916, and in fact did so
as soon as Preece made his famous
statement about Marconi's work to the BA
meeting at Liverpool in September 1896.
There is also evidence that Preece and
Marconi were prepared, privately, to acknowl-
edge them, at least in part.

The whole debate has been wrongly
conceived. Lodge’s reaction to Preece was
immediate, but he was not reacting to a new
use of the Hertzian wave transmission that he
had demonstrated in 1894. There is no
evidence in any of the extensive correspon-
dence that we have from this period that he
felt that he had missed out on the application
of Hertzian waves to telegraphy, other than in
a commercial sense. He would not have been
perturbed by someone making use of his
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method for a new technological purpose, if
this is what had really happened. It never
occurred to him that the method and the use
of the method could be separately conceived.
As far as he was concerned, the method and
its use were the samething, and had both
been demonstrated at Oxford in 1894; the.
method was telegraphy, demonstrated with
telegraphic equipment and with the coopera-
tion of a telegraphic engineer. And it is clear
that Preece and Marconi felt the same way
about it, because Preece only managed to get
away with his claim that the Marconi method
was “new” by pretending for many months
that it was non-Hertzian, a fact that both he
and Marconi knew to be untrue. If they had
been aware that Lodge had no claim over the
application to telegraphy, then this subterfuge
would have been unnecessary.

Many of Lodge's letters in the months immedi-
ately after the BA meeting are concerned with
establishing that the Marconi method was
Hertzian and that it used much the same
apparatus that he had used in his demonstra-
tions of 1894. As he writes to Thompson on 16
March 1897: “But at Oxford I had a coherer on
a board with an E. bell & also with a clockwork
arrangement (which does better) to shake it
back.... Also I have shown it working a relay.
However I hope that Marconi is improving
things all round 8. going to bring it in commer-
cially. There will be many improvements
wanted in detail before that can be done.” (op.
cit., p 91) Clearly, he doesn’t think that the
idea of telegraphy is new.

Then, on 14 April, he writes: “Marconi is
nothing but coherer & relay ...” (p 92) I don't
think we should be too concerned, as
Anthony Constable clearly is, about exactly
when and how Lodge first used a relay. This is
an interesting historical question, but it is not
a crucial one. A relay circuit is not necessary
for Morse telegraphy. All that is needed is a
decohering mechanism, such as the
clockwork one that we know Lodge used in
1894 (or even the less reliable electric bell).
The really significant innovation for Morse
transmission was the use of the coherer,
which Marconi subsequently tried to attribute
to Branly by blurring the distinction between
the latter's experiments on a physical
phenomenon and Lodge’s technological
application of them. The arrangement that
Lodge used at Oxford was one in which digital
information was transmitted on telegraphic
equipment (Morse key, Morse inker, Kelvin
galvanometer) in a manner which clearly
suggests the use of Morse code.

It has often been said that the printed
accounts of Lodge’s Oxford lecture contain no
reference to Morse telegraphy but, in The
Work of Hertz (1894), which Lodge clearly
regarded as the printed account of the single
lecture that he gave several times, with
variations, in 1894,- he wrote that: “by
mounting an electric bell or other vibrator on
the same board as a tube of filings, it is’
possible to arrange that a feeble electric
stimulus shall produce a feeble steady effect,
a stronger stimulus a stronger effect, and so
on.” (p 27) This sounds very much like what
he claimed to have done at Oxford to produce
the dots and dashes of Morse code.

Much has also been made of the fact that the
Oxford demonstration was part of a joint
session on the physiology of vision, and
would therefore not have been an appropriate



occasion on which to demonstrate a method
of telegraphic signalling, but Lodge’s view of

- the vision process was an essentially digital
one, with the optical receptors switching on
and off in the manner of his coherers. It is
almost impossible to believe that, with an
array of telegraphic equipment in front of him,
and with Alexander Muirhead i n  the audience,
he did not make some reference to the
obvious analogy between his demonstration
and the dots and dashes used in the digital
system of telegraphy; but, since Lodge had
no conception of putting his system to use in
any practical telegraphic context, such as
signalling between shore and ships at sea -
and never claimed that he had - it is not
surprising that this did not play a significant
part in the short notices of the lecture that
appeared in Nature and The Electrician.

Historians should be aware that the whole
strategy of the Marconi Company was to deny
any public credit to Lodge, even when they
were obliged to pay him off in handsome
terms for his 1897 patent. Very little credibility,
therefore, can be attached to the statements
made by Fleming when he was an employee
of the Company especially if he wasn’t actual-
ly present at the Oxford demonstration. Others
who were like Campbell Swinton (a man,
surely, of unimpeachable character, who had
helped Marconi by introducing him to Preece)
- make clear claims on Lodge’s behalf. And
why, we may ask, should Fleming
subsequently consult Lodge while supposed-
ly celebrating Marconi if it wasn’t to put the
record straight, when he was no longer under
any obligation to his former employer?

There is, in any case, evidence that Preece
and Marconi privately acknowledged Lodge's
contribution, although Preece seems to have
been playing a game of double bluff in which
he thoroughly exploited Lodge’s personal
honesty and integrity. On 15 October 1896,
only a month after the BA announcement,
Preece wrote to Lodge: “I  am fully aware of all
your work and all your labour in this field and
I think that you should know what has been
done. i send you this confidential report which
pray return when read. I shall be very glad to
know your views on the matter and I will do all
in my power to secure for you the credit that is
clearly yours and which Marconi admits.”
(Rowlands and Wilson, op. cit., p 165) Again,
he wrote on 31 May 1897: “I  wish you had
called here on Friday. I could have shown you

everything - even Marconi who never fails to
acknowledge what he owes to you but he
never saw your paper on the Work of Hertz
until he came here. He learnt what he knows
from Fiighi.” (p 93)

Why, then, did the public acknowledgement
never come? Lodge would, I think, have been
satisfied with a public statement that the
Preece-Marconi system was an elaboration for
commercial purposes of the method that he
had demonstrated (and that Preece, who was
present at the Oxford meeting, had probably
witnessed). At this stage, he had no thoughts
of commercial exploitation himself. His first
suggestion of taking out a patent occurs in the
letter of 14 April 1897 when the words “or
patent” are added as an afterthought after
“publish”. (p 92) However, when it became
clear to him, through the reports of
Thompson, that Preece was playing a double
game, he had no option but to be persuaded
into entering into a commercial war in which
the possibility of establishing the exact history
of the development of Hertzian telegraphy
became a secondary issue.

The interesting modern parallel of the
development of the GUI personal computer
gives an indication of what really happened.
The technological (but very expensive)
breakthrough was made at the Rank Xerox
laboratories at Paolo Alto; a demonstration of
their revolutionary systems gave Steve Jobs
the vision to develop the Apple Macintosh as
a computer to be made available relatively
cheaply to millions of users. Without Jobs, we
wouldn’t have personal computers in our
homes and laboratories; without Marconi, or
someone like him, we wouldn’t have had
radio. But whereas Jobs is open about the fact
that he took ideas from any source available
to make his system work (and rightly so), the
Marconi Company, in different commercial
circumstances, generated a myth that radio
had virtually no prehistory and was the work of
a lone genius, with virtually no technical
training, who made a succession of astonish-
ing breakthroughs single-handedly through
immense effort and visionary zeal.

Yours Sincereley
Peter Rowlands

Dear Editor

When travelling abroad I make a point, on

reaching my destination, of searching the
local phone directories to see whether there
are any vintage wireless shops in the vicinity.

On a recent trip to San Diego, California a
quick perusal at the Yellow Pages proved
fruitful in that it listed a shop dealing in vintage
wireless in a suburb called La Mesa - a 15
mins drive away. I ended up spending a
pleasant hour or so visiting this shop - the
Antique Radio Store and chatting with its
owner, Jack Hofield. It turned out that just a
few weeks earlier the shop had been featured
in the San Diego Union-Tribune - and his
phone hadn't stopped ringing since. l enclose
a copy of the article which you may wish to
reproduce in the Bulletin. it makes interesting,
light reading and I am sure it would appeal to
many of your readers.
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I asked Jack whether he dealt with European
radios. He replied that he handled very few
(some parts were difficult to obtain) although
there was a market for some of the larger FM
table models as made by Grundig and others
in the 50’s. He remarked that he found
working on European sets challenging
because of the difficulty in accessing
components and solder tag - and that from a
repairer’s viewpoint they were generally less
user friendly than American sets.

Yours sincerely,
E W Roberts

Further Harpenden meetings
More dates for your diary - mark them in now! A weekend meeting on the 21 st and
22nd September (see advert on next page), the year finishing with another auction
on the 24th at November 1996.

Other meetings

Jonathan Hill witl be holding a Nwonal Vintage Communicatims Fair on tst
DeoemberatWembteyand 4th May 1997 atthe NEC.

Mike Barker will be holding the Wootton Bassett swapmeet on the 30th June and
December 8th 1996.
Alex Wootiiams’ Portishead meetings will be held on the am of Sem‘ember.
John Howes’SouthboroughAudioJumbleonthe14flwofMymdaswapmeetat
Southborough on the 13th October.
There will be a Fladiophile Summer Speciai on 2‘lst July.

Minder:
TheBufletin lndexisementiyavwabieupte main indies.
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refererieectanthers, subjectmetterandmainarticiesbacktomebeginnlngofthe
society PteasesendatargeSAEwithachequeforflpayabletoPatLeggattataa
High Park Road, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 TJL. His telephone number is 01252
719081. (Please note that the Garretts Farm address no longer applies as he has
moved.

New Articles
If you have anything interesting to say concerning Wireless, Television,
Broadcasting, Collecting etc. please send it to the Editor for future publication in
the BVWS Bulletin, as the Bulletin is oniy as interesting as the articles that comprise
it. We welcome alt suggestions and comments regarding the new appearance of-
the Buiiettn and hope that it is catering towards your needs as a collector / enthusi-
ast i historian. Your article can be just a few paragraphs long as long as you think
it conveys its message across to your fellow members.

Also it you have any photographic material that would look good in the bulletin.
don’t hesitate to post it to the Editor. The chances are that I wilt definitely use itll

Please send all articles handwritten, typed, and l or on floppy disc to: 9
Carl Giover, c/o Rnnciter Corporation, 33 Rangers Square, 'lfondon SE10 am.
Please remember, the Rothsay Street address no longer applies.
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British Vintage Wireless Society
"Statement OfAccounts For9th April 1995 To 4th Apnl1996

.,. at ,_ . .
Income _. “g“ 1994/1995

Subscriptions and Donations -16,26633 " 14.391 .00 W
Sale of Publications 'j $5.40 40.00
Meetings 41584.10 8,541.79
interest on Deposit , 5336.13 381.93

$382.46 23,854.72

Expenditure .

General Expemes incl. Taxation 2,452.54 941.18
Sundries 5.00
Bulletin costs - 13,879.59 14,932.42
Extraordinary Items . ; mo. 08 2,593.86

17,212.21 17,932.46

Surplus of Income over Expenditure +6,670.25 Represented by a corresponding
increase of £6,670.25 in assets

m " 1996 19% Movement

13,146.13 16,733.25 3652.12
18,121.42 7,785.29 +10,336.13
366.89 350.39 +1650

31,634.44 24,m4.1s +6670.25

j +6.670.2s

.. “M David Rm FSGA
W Honorary Treasurer

lhaveminedthebooksmdrecordsofmeadflsh Vintage Wireless Societyandthe statements ofacoount
.andessetsmovementandceMysanetobein accordance morewim.

PemnadrordFGA
IndependentCharteredAccourmm

Note to the Accounts
The accounts of the Society are constructed on a cash timing rather than an accrued basis. As an unincorpo-
rated club, all surplus is passed back to members by way of Bulletins, supplements and events. At the same time
a prudent asset balance is maintained in order to provide for the unexpected.

The Society has paid no officers on the Committee. Where appropriate an honorarium is paid at the Committee’s
discretion to certain members and non members who give their time in order to help the Society.

1. Income From Meetings
Comparison of income from meetings highlights the fact that the previous year, 199511994, was untypi‘cd in
containing both unusually high activity as well as an unavoidable spill over of 22,265 from the previous year.
Recasting the figures for three years to correct the timing differences shows:

1996/95 1995/94 1994/93
4,584.10 6,276.79 4,431.22

In addition, the reduction in 1996/95 income reflects the Committee’s decision to reduce the Society‘s charges
to members with respect to auctions.

2. General Expenses
The increase reflects a marked change in level of professional attention in organising the Society's membershm
database and events.

3. Bulletin Costs
The 1996/95 costs contain all of the costs of the six Bulletins comprising volume 20 and part of the costs of
volume 21, Bulletin number 1

A comparison of the costs of six builetins, including postage in 1995194 and six new format bulletins under the
new edition In 1995196 shows:
1995/95 1995/94
12,761 14,392

areduction 0121 .631 orabout £272 perissuerun. Atthesametirne, memberswill havenotiwd improvedformat,
colour and considerable Increase in contact.

4. Extraordinary Items
A scanner was purchased by the Society for em 08

5. Assets
Current accounts and Deposit balances at 414,196 reflect the annual high point in membership subscriptions and
renewals. During the following months, these balances reduce with the coming year’s costs to be paid.

David Read
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Book review by Ralph Benoit

In Marconi's
footsteps— Early
Radio
by Peter Jensen

Another book about Marconi? But this is one with
a difference; it is a veritable treatise of travel and
nostalgia, with a strong element of vintage radio
interest, because the writer has made a success-
ful effort in modelling early Marconi apparatus.

Here we find a book with a story, which seems to
fill a lifelong ambition to go in Marconi's footsteps
and absorb the history of this period of wireless,
the era of telegraphy, and the invention of the
thermionic valve.

The footsteps lead from the birthplace of Bologna
to the high power stations of Clifden and
Caernarvon. The visitation to the sites include
photographs of "then and now". The many
pictures speak louder than words,

For the BVWS member interested in the achieve-
ments of Marconi, and an enthusiast of the
telegraph key, this is a must for your bookshelf, to
dip into as a welcome friend. For example, feed
on the extensive illustrations, many in colour, the
technical drawings, the carpentry skills, the lathe-
work endeavour, and the near restoration
procedures, is an encouragement to us all.

Some points are omitted from the constructional
projects, such as the all important "turns" of wire
of the secondary on the induction coil. Some
items are in outline, but is no handicap for the
mature model maker desirous of making a
working I'near replica'I .
The construction projects are; a coherer, multiple
tuner, magnetic detector, and a crystal receiver;
an induction coil and a rotary spark discharger.

For demonstration purposes, a complete spark
station can be put together. Note that most spark
apparatus will not cause interference “far and
wide" when using resonant circuits and an "in
house'I antenna.

There is a reference taken from the Marconigraph
of 1912, which quotes an air core transformer
operating at 60 cycles per second at 300 volts ( t o
provide 20, 000 volts). Beware, future writers, of
taking references at face value.

This book explains the seed of the invention of
radio communication, probably the most influen-
tial of all technologies. Lodge, Fleming, Jackson,
Slaby and Braun, are mentioned, and the
subsequent development by commerdal
companies.

Peter Jensen is  an Australian, an architect, and an
amateur radio man; all of which are evident in the
content and layout of the book.
For those interested in the thinnest book - rather
than a thick one - it is 3/8 inch between hard
boards and almost A4 format.

The publishers are Kangaroo Press, Australia, and
the book can be obtained in Great Britain at £28
including p&p, from G C Arnold and Partners, 9
Wetherby Close, Broadstone, Dorset, BH18 3JB
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A selection of the ‘Wireless Telegraphy' series of 25 cigarette cards issued by
Lambert 8. Butler in 1909 depicting important milestones in the early years of
Marconi's development of wireless telegraphy. Collecting cigarette cards became a
popular pastime in the early twentieth century, and was regarded an effective
inducement by the cigarette manufacturers to get smokers hooked on to their brand.
Enormous numbers on a huge variety of subjects have been printed, but only a few
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sets specialized on wireless. lknow of ten covering the period 1909-1935, of which
this set is the earliest. Several of these sets are now quite rare. Many of these feature
the odd Marconi item, but there is only one other set known to me that deals
exclusively with Marconi products. This is the 'Wireless Telephony’ set issued in
1923 by R. & J. Hill Ltd which features Marconiphone products in 84 cards. This set
will be described in a future ‘Bulletin'. Willem Hackmann
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